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FOREWORD 
The Applied Physics Laboratory issues this Quarterly Report se r ies  to provide 
a useful record of i ts  activities for the defense establishment. 
is organized in six volumes, by major Laboratory program and security classification, 
a s  follows: 
This series of reports 
Programs Unclassified No.  Classified No. 
Weapons Systems 
Surface Missile Systems 
Polaris Support 
Research and Development U -RQR / 6 7 - 1 
Space Programs U-SQR/67 - 1 
WQR / 6 7  -SA 
WQR / 6 7 - 1 B 
C -RQR / 6  7 -1 
C -S QR / 6 7 - S 
This number system for the six basic volumes uses the following nomenclature. 
The designator for Quarterly Report, "QR, I '  is preceded by a letter indicating the 
scope of the report  (i. e . ,  "W" for  Weapon Systems, "R" for Research and Develop- 
ment, and "S" for Space Program). 
"U" to indicate "classified" o r  "unclassified, 
and an unclassified volume a r e  issued. 
indicator (e.g. ,  "67") and then a number from 1 to 4 to designate the appropriate 
quarter of the calendar year. 
tate appropriate distribution, the quarter-designating number is followed by an 
a rb i t ra ry  letter (A, B, C, . . . ) to distinguish between different subtitles. 
The Quarterly Reports use the format originated for the APL/JHU Aeronautics 
Division Quarterly Review in which each topic is presented on a single sheet of 
paper and each is keyed to its proper program, technical instruction, Laboratory 
group, and supporting agency. Using the pages printed for the basic QRs, the 
Laboratory is able to prepare Division quarterlies and other special-purpose r e -  
ports  a s  required. Each such special-purpose report  has i ts  own scope indicator 
letter preceding the QR but u s e s  a classification indicator only if  it is divided into 
classified and unclassified volumes. 
The scope designator is preceded by "C" o r  
respectively, when both a classified 
Following the QR designator is the year 
When a volume must be further subdivided to facili- 
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Section 111 
EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT 
Microelectronics 
te rns  have been developed for three hydrid satellite cir-  
cuit applications. 
driver,  the gated driver,  and the diode array.  Alumina 
has proved t o  be a useful substrate for the deposition of 
chromium res i s to r s  (111/1). 
In microelectronic packaging major effort has been 
directed toward perfection of hybrid assembly processes 
(111 / 2).  
In s e  mic onductor diffusion technology, activities 
have been directed toward developing a capability for 
producing monolithic and hybrid circuits (III/ 3 ) .  
Maser Research 
tion of maser  materials and microwave bench measure- 
ments relevant to the zero-field traveling-wave maser 
(111/4). 
Propagat ion Studies 
In theoretical investigations of the radar  c ross  sec- 
tion of the sea, it i s  important to  have a realist ic identi- 
fication of the surface for all sea conditions. 
ocean profiles of height versus distance for  rough sea 
conditions were obtained from Oceanics, Inc. 
wave spectrum obtained for the high frequencies for the 
s te reo  profile is compared with a theoretical spectrum 
obtained f rom the Phillips asymptote in the frequency do- 
main. 
Applied Aerodynamics Research 
At the University of Michigan two simulators have 
been built to  facilitate experimental studies of the two- 
dimensional interaction of a jet with a supersonic free 
s t ream.  Preliminary tes ts  have been made in a jet-  
turning simulator that uses  an inclined plate to  take the 
place of the deflected free s t ream and that part of the 
separated flow upstream of a dividing streamline (111/6a). 
A study was conducted t o  determine the practicability of 
designing a volume-limited missile configuration that 
would have good maneuverability at high altitude and 
moderate supersonic Mach numbers. 
coupling difficulty was avoided by using a planar -type 
configuration. 
continuing study of those interference phenomena in 
supersonic flow that adversely affect missile perform- 
ance, especially those phenomena involved in pitch-yaw- 
rol l  coupling (111/6b). 
Airframe Structures 
generated by aerodynamic heating in the radomes of in- 
terceptor missiles. Extensive numerical results were 
obtained from the computer program, devised t o  obtain 
solutions for the s t r e s ses  and thermoelastic deforma- 
tions in the radome (111/7). 
Structural Elastic Studies 
estimation procedures and calculates upper and lower 
bounds to  nonzero bending frequencies of missiles. 
input data, the program requires the missile bending 
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In thin-film technology, thin-film interconnect pat- 
These circuits a r e  the source sink 
Major effort  was divided between continued prepara- 
Stereo 
The energy 
First results a r e  encouraging (III/5). 
The pitch-yaw-roll 
A second objective was to  contribute to a 
During hypersonic flight la rge  thermal s t r e s ses  a re  
A computer program has been developed that applies 
For 
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stiffness and mass  per unit length, both of which a r e  
taken t o  be piecewise constant (111/8). 
Thermal Studies 
Since gas  transpiration cooling offers a means of 
protecting cri t ical  a r eas  on high-speed flight vehicles, 
theoretical methods of coupling external transpiration 
cooling calculations to  flight body temperature calcula- 
tions a r e  being developed. 
fer  in transpiring ducts a r e  being conducted as adjuncts 
to the computer program development (III/9). 
Tes ts  of the c reep  strength of T-222 alloy (87. 5% 
tantalum, 10% tungsten, 2.5% hafnium) were conducted at 
2400" to  3000°F. 
disilicide for oxidation resistance. 
pared with those obtained for  molybdenum-0. 5% titanium 
and one of the stronger columbium alloys (III/lO). 
Limitations of Current Radomes 
In support of the radome limitations program, tests 
were run on three fused silica and four alumina speci- 
mens to  determine the room-temperature modulus of 
elasticity and modulus of rupture. Measurements of the 
thermal expansion of these materials were  made by 
General Electric, Baltimore ( I n /  I la) .  
Use of sandwich-constructed ceramic shells is be- 
ing investigated as part  of the radome limitations study. 
Experimental resul ts  of thermal s t r e s s  tes ts  on an 
alumina sandwich cone were used to  develop theoretical 
values of the internal temperature distribution and ther - 
mal s t r e s s  (IIIl l lb).  
Thermal Protect ion Systems 
temperatures is one of the more cri t ical  problems in 
development of hypersonic vehicles. Environmental 
factors of aerodynamic heating a r e  listed in order of 
importance from the point of view of material  capabili- 
ties. A family of wedge models was tested in the a r c  
heater in a sonic-orifice f ree  jet, and the resu l t s  a r e  
reported (111/12). 
Boundary Layer Phenomena 
The University of Texas is investigating, in the 
high-speed wind tunnel, several  facets of separation 
phenomena and ways t o  combat the  deterioration in 
aerodynamic performance resulting from such unwanted 
flow attachment. Initial tes ts  were carried out on vane- 
type mixing devices to  determine their  d rag  (IIII13). 
Advanced Warhead Research 
inch diameter spherical charge of Composition C-4, 
initiated at twelve points by lengths of Detacord cut to  
produce the proper delays (111/14b). 
r i thm that can be used t o  obtain approximate solutions 
to  thermal explosion problems. The generalized ther -  
mal explosion criterion was used to  find the cri t ical  
half-widths of slab hot spots; a solution for cri t ical  slab 
hot-spot size has now been shown t o  be applicable 
throughout the range of practical interest. 
suitable approximations to  this solution, an  approximate 
Tes ts  of flow and heat t rans-  
Specimens were coated with tantalum 
Results were com- 
The need for sharp  leading edges to  operate at high 
Focusing of the blast was achieved in a test  of a 2 -  
An effort  is underway t o  develop and apply an  algo- 
By making 
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explicit equation for critical size is derived (III! 14c). 
In the experimental program t o  investigate the ex- 
plosive projection of metal, effort was continued to  de-  
velop a system of precise projection. Two tests were 
performed at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White 
Oak facility at Stump Neck, Maryland. High precision 
of projection was obtained. 
second tes t  was sufficient to  approximate a complete 
cylindrical warhead (III/ 14d). 
Adaptive Computing 
directed toward development of a computer for predic- 
ting ship motion. Ship-motion data from David Taylor 
Model Basin, according to  a preliminary analysis made 
in this quarter, shows that the autocorrelation function 
of both the roll and the pitch motion can be represented 
by an exponential cosine. These data a r e  currently be- 
ing fitted to  an exponential cosine autocorrelation func- 
tion (111/20). 
Advanced Radar Antenna 
structed and evaluated; it has demonstrated wideband 
beam steering from 4 to  1 2  kMc/s. Distortion of the 
radiation pattern at  some frequencies, believed caused 
by impedance mismatch, was investigated. Assembled 
phase shifters were tested, using material  with a l ave r  
magnetic saturation. The impedance of a simulated in- 
finite a r r ay  of triangularly spaced elements was meas- 
ured for the boresight condition over the entire frequency 
band (IIl/21). 
Theoretical Studies 
A study has been made in order to determine the 
state of a randomly excited dynamical system from noisy 
measurements having finite duration. This study has 
resulted in an optimal fi l ter  being derived by an entirely 
different method (III/23a). The steepest-ascent method 
is being applied to  trajectory optimization problems. It 
is desirable to optimize the fuel-flow rate so that, using 
a fixed amount of fuel, a missile will attain a given alti- 
tude, either in minimum time or with maximum velocity 
(III/23b). 
Research on Supersonic Combustion 
of the design criteria and the expected performance of 
the combustor and nozzle for hypersonic ramjets with 
supersonic combustion of hydrogen in the flight Mach 
Confinement provided in the 
The Adaptive Stabilization Computer program is 
A 96-element phased-array antenna has been con- 
The objective of this research  is to  determine some 
U NCLASSI FI ED 
number range from 5 to  at least  10. 
studies of fuel jet penetration, mixing, ignition, and 
combustion, using various two-dimensional and axisym- 
metric tes t  models, and special analyses related t o  
combust or  design. 
Analytical techniques a r e  being developed t o  de t e r -  
mine the expected performance of a supersonic combus- 
tion ramjet and t o  ass is t  in the general  understanding of 
the supersonic process. Both a one-stream and a two- 
s t ream combustion-shock model have been developed in 
studies on using the combustion process t o  a s s i s t  in 
engine compression. Both methods a r e  shown t o  parti-  
ally relieve the geometric constraints of a fixed -geome- 
t ry  engine required t o  operate at different flight Mach 
numbers (III124b). 
A generalized study of free turbulent mixing is 
under way t o  determine a suitable model for the eddy 
viscosity and t o  develop accurate approximate methods 
of solution for the differential equations of motion so 
that simple, reliable predictions of mixing processes 
in combustors can be obtained. This approach should 
facilitate analyses for determining the required length 
and optimum shape of the combustor. A new analytical 
treatment of f ree  mixing problems is proposed and de- 
veloped. 
flow. Prediction is compared with some experimental 
data for two options in the theory. 
cal  similari ty theory, the new approach is more accu- 
rate (III/24c). 
adjacent t o  the combustor wall a r e  of interest  because 
the momentum of the fuel will contribute t o  net engine 
thrust  if mixing and combustion can be accomplished. 
In addition, a fuel layer next to  the wall would alleviate 
cooling requirements . 
studies of the two-dimensional turbulent mixing process 
a r e  under way t o  deduce scaling laws pertaining to mix- 
ing, heat t ransfer  to the wall, and skin friction. An 
analytical model, based on the work of Clauser, has 
been devised. Flow is represented by two layers;  an 
outer wake-like layer is matched in velocity, normal 
velocity gradient, and shear  s t r e s s  to  a "law-of-the- 
wall" inner layer. A technique has been devised for 
stream-wise integration of the boundary layer equations 
starting with arbitrary,  nonuniform, initial velocity 
distributions (I11 / 24d ). 
The work includes 
This analysis does not assume similari ty of 
Compared t o  c lassi -  
Combustor designs using downstream fuel injection f ' 
Experiment a1 and the ore t ical 
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RESEARCH AND EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT I I111 
Thin-Film Microelectronics AllCME 
Support: ORE0625 
C. S. Morris .’’ 
January-March 1967 
I 
T 
2’ TH I N-FILM TECH NOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
Thin film technology provides a convenient meth- 
od for producing resis tor ,  capacitor, and interconnec- 
tion patterns in a hybrid package. 
techniques is essential, since thin-film hybrid circuits 
a r e  finding application in satellite and missile systems. 
Developing these 
SUM MARY 
Thin-film interconnect patterns have been develop- 
ed for three hybrid satellite circuit applications. 
circuits a r e  the source sink driver,  the gated driver, 
and the diode array.  
diodes, and transistors. The res i s tors  a re  fabricated 
by thin-film techniques: the transistors and diodes a re  
d iscre te  components. 
for  the deposition of chromium resistors.  Resistance 
values that can be  obtained from evaporated chrome 
vary from 1 to 900 ohms/square. In particular, some 
27,000 ohm res i s tors  have been fabricated to  an  accu- 
racy of +2.5%. 
odized aluminum thin-film capacitors. 
These 
These circuits include resistors,  
Alumina has proved to be a very useful substrate 
Work is continuing on the development of the an- 
FUTURE PLANS 
Fur ther  study is anticipated in the use of alumina 
as a substrate in lieu of glass because of i ts  higher 
thermal conductivity. 
The fabrication of thin-film passive circuits for  
use in micro-power logic circuitry will be investigated. 
In the a rea  of large-scale integration, thick-film 
w i l l  b e  investigated for interconnecting patterns over 
thin-film res i s tors  passivated by silicon oxide. 
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY 
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DISCUSSION 
Thin-film re s i s to r s  used in the source sink driver 
These 
The r e s i s -  
The diode a r r a y  is 
have been produced within a tolerance of +lo%. 
res i s tors  a r e  500 and 1000 ohms in  value. 
tors  in  the gated driver a r e  5000 ohms: their value wi l l  
also be within the *lo% tolerance. 
a ser ies  of eight common anode and eight common cath- 
ode diodes contained in a 1 / 4 -  by 1/4-inch flatpack. 
These diodes a r e  arranged in four quads on a glass 
substrate using thin -film inter conne ct ions. 
Alumina is superior to glass as a substrate in 
some applications. Particularly, the heat dissipation 
is about seven t imes as grea t  and the resistance values 
obtainable, for a given evaporation time, a r e  about 
three t imes a s  great. 
rough surface, about 8 microns, and it is quite hard. 
Previous attempts to produce anodized aluminum 
capacitors with a practical breakdown voltage were 
hampered somewhat by problems in the photoresist. 
To alleviate this problem while the photoresist is being 
developed, mechanical masks a r e  being used in form- 
ing the aluminum oxide and the vacuum-deposited alum- 
inum counter electrodes. One difficulty in the anodiza- 
tion process is that the oxide tends to be porous. 
a porous oxide, the dielectric constant w i l l  be small  
compared to a nonporous oxide. The yaximum thick- 
ness of a nonporous oxide is about 300 A. This thick- 
ness necessarily determines the breakdown voltage, 
but high-capacity values can be obtained. An anodiza- 
tion process is being developed that w i l l  produce a 
very dense dielectric and consequently capacity values 
2 of approximately 2 pf / cm . 
Unglazed alumina is a very 
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RESEARCH AND EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT 
Th in-Fil m Microelect ron ics and Semiconductor 
Support: A I  R-5202, ORD-0625; Task XlNOw 62-0604-c 
C. F. Noyes 
I I 112 
Microelect ron ics Al lCME, A12CME 
Jan uary-March 1967 
MICROELECTRONIC PACKAGING 
The devices fabricated in the thin-film and semi- 
conductor laboratories must be packaged in a form 
suitable for use in missiles and space vehicles. The 
processes and equipment necessary to c a r r y  out this 
function a r e  complex. It is essential that the packag- 
ing processes not degrade the device characteristics. 
SUMMARY 
The major effort during this quarter has been 
directed toward perfection of hybrid assembly processes. 
These processes,  while appearing simple, require ex- 
tensive training of personnel. Processes, a s  developed, 
a r e  being documented in a handbook so that a quick r e -  
action capability wi l l  be available. 
FUTURE PLANS 
Improved in-process testing appears to be the key 
to high yields. 
step of the assembly process has on the device charac- 
terist ics makes i t  possible to rearrange test  sequences 
and the processes themselves to improve device yields. 
Plans a r e  being formulated to explore a marriage 
of thick-film and thin-film techniques to achieve a hy- 
brid that incorporates the best features of each. 
large-scale integration, defined as the assembly of 
many integrated circuits on a common substrate. The 
large-scale integration problem wi l l  be  studied with an 
A better understanding of the effect each 
The trend in the microelectronic field is toward 
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eye to how hybrid techniques can be exploited to this 
end. 
DISCUSSION 
The hybrid circuit for use in one of the Laboratory's 
space vehicles, which was noted in the last  Quarterly 
Report, is progressing nicely. All processes,  including 
complete flight acceptance tests, have been established. 
A quantity sufficient to assemble one satellite has been 
fabricated, and tests a r e  currently in progress. The 
yields achieved at  various stages of the processing show 
clearly that carefully selected tes ts  performed at  the 
cri t ical  points in the assembly would save much man- 
power and material. In particular, the semiconductor 
characterist ics a r e  influenced in  unexpected ways by the 
bonding and cleaning processes: by establishing this 
pattern with sample lots and then initiating monitoring 
tests, it is possible to improve the efficiency of the 
operation significantly. 
recently proved by a request to design and build a hy- 
brid circuit slightly more complex than the one noted 
above. 
after the request. 
for a radar  subsystem is under way for the APL Radar 
Group. 
hybrid packaging technique wi l l  be evolved that wi l l  
satisfy this need and, furthermore, represent an ad- 
vance in the large-scale integration capability a t  the 
Laboratory. 
The quick-reaction capability of the laboratory w a s  
Two satisfactory units were delivered one week 
A longer-term study to develop a packaging scheme 
During the next two quarters we expect that a 
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RESEARCH AND EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT 
Semiconductor Microelect ron ics A12CME 
Support: AI R-5202, Task XlNOw 62-0604-c 
C. S. M o r r i s  
January-March 1967 
I I1/3 
~~ ~~ 
SEMICONDUCTOR DIFFUSION 
TECHNOLOGY 
The fabrication of semiconductor microelectronic 
circuits consists of diffusing impurities into a semi- 
conductor wafer. Typically, four separate diffusions 
occur, and for these precise control must be main- 
tained over diffusion depths, impurity concentrations, 
and surface geometry. These controls a r e  being es-  
tablished so that microelectronic circuits may be fabri- 
cated for missile and space applications. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Activities during this period have been directed 
toward developing a capability for producing specific 
monolithic and hybrid circuits. This capability is de-  
pendent upon solving a number of processing problems 
a s  follows: 
Oxide and photoresist defects, called pinholes, may 
cause device failure. 
failures may be calculated before device fabrica- 
tion from the circuit layout geometry. 
Metal-oxide-silicon (MOS) capacitors have been 
produced. These capacitors have a value of ap- 
proximately 50 pf and a r e  17 mils square in s ize .  
Newer photoresists a r e  being studied, and attempts 
a r e  being made to developan in-house capability to 
make a photoresist with characteristics more com- 
patible with our needs. Photoresist characteris- 
t ics a r e  extremely important in fabricating small 
devices where the required mask line widths may 
be a s  small  as 0. 1 mil. 
A standard test  mask has been designed that in- 
corporates transistor and res i s tor  patterns. 
mask may be used to develop a wide range of diffu- 
sion capabilities, and it will provide a convenient 
way to periodically evaluate the process. 
A study indicates that these 
This 
FUTURE PLANS 
power ( < 100 pw) flip-flop and associated gating cir-  
cuitry. 
tinue. 
A transistor will be developed for use in  a low 
Research in photolithographic techniques w i l l  con- 
BACKGROUND 
conductor and thin-film techniques must be used in a 
hybrid approach to producing integrated circuits. 
Semiconductor technology is being used to fabricate ac- 
tive devices, but these devices must cover a broad 
spectrum of electrical characteristics. 
Present  day technologies indicate that both semi- 
The present 
6 N61-33364 .-. J 
technology is being used to make useful devices, and 
changes will be made to fulfill future needs. 
DISCUSSION 
An essential part of the diffusion technology con- 
cerns the silicon oxide that is grown on the surface of 
the wafer. 
sion to take place at these si tes;  the remainder of the 
oxide serves  a s  a mask to prevent diffusion. Unde- 
sirable holes o r  cracks (pinholes) can be caused by 
mechanical imperfections in the oxide. Some pinholes 
a r e  caused by thermal s t resses  set  up when the wafer 
is withdrawn from the oxidation furnace. A slow with- 
drawal (20 minutes) results in reduced s t r e s s ,  and the 
oxide integrity is enhanced. Pinholes allow spurious 
diffusions, and depending on their location, these diffu- 
sions reduce device yield. A formula has been devised 
that w i l l  allow the calculation of the approximate de- 
c rease  in circuit yield because of oxide defects. The 
formula is based on experimentally determined defect 
density and the circuit layout geometry; therefore, the 
yield may be calculated before device fabrication(Ref. 1). 
The fabrication of capacitors of reasonable value, 
geometrical size, and voltage breakdown i s  one of the 
stumbling blocks in integrated circuit technology. 
development in this a rea  is the MOS capacitor. 
number of capacitors of approximately 50 pf with a 
breakdown voltage ranging from 120 to 140 volts were 
fabricated. A common electrode of aluminum w a s  
evaporated on one side of a silicon w?fer of 1 ohm-cm 
resistivity. Silicon oxide about 1800 A thick was grown 
on the opposite side of the wafer to form the dielectric. 
Aluminum pads 17 mils square, on 20-mil centers, 
were then deposited on the oxide. The 3-mil separation 
between these pads provided plenty of room for scribing 
and dicing the wafer. 
then approximately the size of a transistor die. Capaci- 
t o r s  up to 100 pf can be fabricated using this technique. 
In the a rea  of photoresist research, centrifuging 
and filtering techniques available produce photoresist 
sufficiently pure for reproducing ma,-. widths in 
the neighborhood of approximately 1 / 10 mil. 
culty is that commercially procured photoresist has a 
limited shelf life because the sensitizing agent permits 
polymerization to occur at a slow rate  even during 
storage. 
velopment of a photoresist and a sensitizer that a r e  
mixed just prior to use. If this development succeeds, 
centrifuging and filtering processing can be greatly r e -  
duced. 
To maintain control over semiconductor process - 
ing, some form of test  mask is desirable. 
cently designed includes three transistors of different 
geometrical size and a number of res i s tor  patterns. 
The res i s tor  patterns range from 
width. 
evaluate the semiconductor process and will provide US 
with the means for developing a wide range of active 
and passive semiconductor devices. 
Holes a r e  etched in the oxide to allow diffu- 
One 
A 
The resulting capacitors were 
The diffi- 
One solution that is being pursued is  the de- 
A mask re- 
1 / 10 to 2 mils in 
This test  mask will be used to perfect and 
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The first  helium run on the zero-field TW maser 
was accomplished following extended bench adjustments 
" MASER RESEARCH PROGRAM 
Advanced developments in maser  techniques have 
applications in general communications systems, radar 
and radio astronomy, and in advanced missile systems 
where very low-noise microwave amplification con- 
tr ibutes to improvements in detection sensitivity and 
system performance. 
forts have been made and a r e  continuing a t  X-band, an 
objective of this program is to extend any promising 
resul ts  in both zero field and magnetic field techniques 
to masers operating in the millimeter wavelength 
ranges. Important applications to missile radiometry 
would be possible in this part of the spectrum. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Although initial experimental ef- 
in order  to  secure reasonably good input and output 
impedance matches to the helix. The TW maser head 
in i ts  present form does not allow adjustments to the 
circuit, which a r e  generally required when the opera- 
tion is in liquid helium. Strong oscillations were ob- 
served in zero field following the application of pump 
power at 3 1 . 3 2 5  Gcls .  
oscillation was around 12. 02 Gc/s ,  a frequency slightly 
lower than that usually observed with the powder cavi- 
ties. 
adjustable system, but there is now a reasonable asur -  
ance that a wave is propagating through the slow-wave 
helical structure. 
system w i l l  be given in the next Quarterly Progress  Re- 
port. 
The preferred frequency of 
This was a first  experiment on an essentially non- 
Some constructional details of the 
The major effort during the past quarter was 
divided between continued preparation of maser mate- FUTURE PLANS 
rials and microwave bench measurements relevant to 
the zero-field traveling wave (TW) maser. 
melt runs were completed with 0.08% iron concentra- 
tion containing additionally 0. 25% and 0.5070 lanthanum 
oxide for  modifying crys ta l  growth habit, as discussed 
in the previous Quarterly Report. The first  of these 
runs, programmed to a cooling rate  of about 2°C /hr 
f rom the maximum soaking temperature of 1300" down 
to below 900°C, was unsuccessful owing to an accidental 
opening of the crucibles, probably ear ly  in the run. The 
mixtures in the crucibles, for the f i rs t  time in this 
s e r i e s  of runs, had been wet ball-milled with the ex- 
pectation that a more homogeneous starting mixture 
would result  and, in turn, a possibly improved crystal 
quality. Although the material  was thoroughly baked fol- 
lowing the milling, sufficient water was probably re- 
tained to force the l ids off. The second of the fluxed 
runs with the charges d ry  mixed was successful. This 
crystal  run  confirmed the deleterious effect of too high 
a percentage of lanthanum oxide for the slower cooling 
rates. Crystal  quality, moreover, appeared to be no 
better than for the usual 4°C /hr rates,  but there were 
fewer flux inclusions between the crystal  planes. 
Iron doped alumina rods of 0.06 and 0 . 1 %  iron con- 
centration have been prepared and a r e  ready for testing. 
Similar rods with 0.04 and 0 . 0 5 %  iron a r e  ready for the 
1800°C treatment. Samples of these four concentrations 
wi l l  be  used to determine the optimum iron concentra- 
tion for the TW maser  structure.  The concentration in 
the present slow wave structure is 0.03%. 
Initial dielectric measurements on thin discs of the 
TW 0. 03% rod, using a cavity resonance technique, es -  
tablishes a dielectric constant for this material of 
around 9.2. 
for the boule sapphires. For the rods i t  indicates that 
the 1800°C heat treatment is producing a density prob- 
ably as high as can be expected via high-temperature 
soaking. 
Two fluxed- 
This would be an acceptable f i g u r e  even 
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY . APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY 
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The optimal iron concentration for the alumina TW 
rods should be decided during the next quarter. A new 
slow-wave helix structure (now that most of the mechani- 
cal  problems have been solved) may then be fabricated 
for the final TW maser  design. An attempt w i l l  be made 
both to incorporate some reverse  attenuation into the 
slow-wave structure and to provide some external con- 
t rol  on the circuit adjustments while in liquid helium. 
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION 
The f i rs t  phase of the maser  program was initiated 
with the following objectives: (a) to optimize the gain- 
bandwidth product of a reflection cavity ruby maser in 
single- and multiple-cavity configurations, and (b) to 
examine the suitability of iron sapphire a s  a zero-field 
maser material with possible adaptation of the multiple 
cavity broadband techniques developed in (a). A s  indi- 
cated in previous Quarterly Reports and the published 
Refs. 1, 2, and 3, this phase of the maser program has 
to a l l  intents been accomplished. The present phase of 
the program is concerned mainly with preparation at  
APL of a suitably doped F e  corundum powder that 
could be used a s  a paramagnetic operating either in a 
cavity or TW maser structure. In the zero-field mode, 
a powder paramagnetic would allow novel geometries in 
slow-wave structures and would have some advantages 
over magnetic field maser  operation (Ref. 4).  The r e -  
sults of a la rge  number of experimental runs indicate 
the feasibility of a zero-field maser  using an  iron-doped 
sapphire powder. Thus far iron concentrations of the 
calcined powders in the range 0.01% to 0.2570appear to 
maser best. 
fabricating an  optimum-concentration pressed-powder 
rod for use a s  a TW zero-field maser,  a crystal  grow- 
ing facility for growing iron-doped sapphire crystals 
via a molten flux method w a s  set  up. 
3+ 
Pending improvements in the technique for 
This process 
1 '  
UNCLASSIFIED 
should prove desirable subsequently for growing maser 
crystals suitable to the millimeter wavelength range. 
2.  
3. 
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RADAR SCATTERING FROM THE SEA 
Theoretical and experimental study programs are 
being car r ied  out by APL on the radar c ross  section of 
the sea.  
results of this research  to  date. 
The purpose of this report  is  to present the 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In theoretical investigations of the radar  c ros s  
section of the sea, it i s  important to have a realistic 
identification of the surface fo r  a l l  sea conditions. 
At the Laboratory we have used simple point meas- 
urement of height versus time and have also performed 
stereo measurements of the sea. Here we present first 
resul ts  on s te reo  ocean profiles of height versus distance 
for  rough sea  conditions. 
obtained for the high frequencies for the stereo profile 
is compared with a theoretical spectrum obtained from 
the Phillips asymptote in the frequency domain. This 
first result  is quite encouraging; now we await further 
processing of s te reo  ocean profiles in order  to give more 
conclusive results on the stereo measurements. 
The energy wave spectrum 
FUTURE PLANS 
The knowledge of the quantities representing the 
sea for all sea conditions i s  st i l l  incomplete. There- 
fore, we must increase our knowledge of the sea sur- 
face and then determine which theories a r e  more applic- 
able t o  calculate radar  c ros s  sections. 
DISCUSSION 
In theoretical investigations of "sea clutter" two 
main a reas  of study can be clearly distinguished: the 
identification of the sea under different conditions, and 
the electromagnetic boundary value problem of the a i r -  
sea interface. 
of the sea surface (Refs. 1 and 2). 
measurement program that was started under contract 
from the Office of Naval Research to  Oceanics, Inc., 
with supervision by APL.  is bearing i ts  f irst  fruits. We 
have ocean-profiles from Oceanics, Inc., and a r e  in the 
process of analyzing them. 
The spectrum for the high frequencies was obtained 
for one profile of 596 height points spaced 0.315 inch 
apart  for rough sea  conditions. Using a Fourier ser ies  
fit, we removed up to  the fifth harmonic in the length of 
the profile. 
quencies, was used to  obtain the high-frequency spectrum. 
Figure 1 shows the spectrum obtained. In the same figure 
we have plotted for comparison a thcoretical spectrum 
obtained from the Phillips asymptote (Ref. 3) for  the 
In the first  a r ea  we have been making measurements 
The s te reo  waves 
The modified profile, without the low fre-  
10-8 
100 
I I l l  
\..; .I. STEREO PROFILE 
PHOTO NO: 22 (DEC. 9 ,  1964) 
RMS OF SEA: 1.077-1.263 FEET 
10' 1 
K WAVE NUMBER ( f t - ' l  
F ig .  1 Wave Number Spectrum of Stereo Prof i le .  (596 
Points at 0 . 3 1 5 - I n c h  Spacing.) (90689)  
I 1 I I l l  
0.0 1 0.1 1.0 
X LAG (feet) 
F ig .  2 Behavior of the Autocorrelat ion Funct ion from 
Stereo-Photo versus Lag Distance. (90690)  
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frequency spectrum of the form 
2 -5 
A (w)  = 0 1 w  , 
3 2 -  where Q = 7 x 10 
frequency. 
the expression 
cm sec ', and w is  the radian 
. -  
The ~.?~lrlBen~lmhe? s p e c t r u m  .A2(K! "9' c>t-iz,d fTGiii 
and we also used the relationship between radian fre - 
quency and wavenumber K 
3 
w 2  = g K +  SK , 
where g is  the acceleration of gravity and S i s  the 
surface -tension-to-waterdensity ratio (-74 cm3sec-2). 
The spectrum obtained from the s te reo  profile agrees  
closely with the theoretical spectrum for wavenumbers 
up to 40 (feet)-l .  
other profiles a r e  obtained, we might have more con- 
clusive results on the capabilities of the s te reo  method. 
In calculating radar c ross  sections of the sea, the 
surface i s  characterized in a statistical manner; the 
height of the surface is taken to  be a random process 
with a gaussian probability density, with zero  mean 
value and variance U 2 .  
(irregularit ies of small height compared with the wave- 
length k of the electromagnetic radiation), the energy 
spectrum of the surface determines the shape of the 
radar  c ross  section a s  a function of angle of incidence 
(Ref. 4). 
curvature of the irregularities is  large compared to  the 
wavelength of radiation, the Kirchhoff method, with the 
tangent plane approximation for the field on the surface, 
i s  applicable to calcuIate c ross  sections. 
of all kinds of irregularities, thus neither method is 
always applicable. When the Kirchhoff method is 
applied t o  a very rough surface (the height of the i r regu-  
lari t ies is large compared to  the wavelength of radia- 
tion), the behavior of the autocorrelation function R(x) 
near the origin determines the functional dependence of 
the normalized c ross  sections with angle of incidence 
(Ref. 5). For  example, if we use a gaussian autocorre- 
lation function for  the sea surface 
A s  the high-frequency spectra for 
In the slightly rough case 
For a rough surface in which the radius of 
In general, however, in the sea we have a mixture 
2 2  
R(x) = exp (-x / L  ), 
the normalized cross-section 0 is of the form 
uo(8) a c 0 s - 4 ~  exp { - (Ltane/zu) '1, ( 3 )  
which has the proper behavior for small  angles of in- 
U NCLASSI FI ED 
cidence 8, but decreases  too fast for la rger  angles com- 
pared with measured c ross  sections. 
correlation function 
On the other hand, if we use an exponential auto- 
the normalized cross-section comes out to  be 
This last  equation, .when plotted, has the charac- 
terist ic shape of measured c ross  sections, although the 
values of the parameters L and 0 may not agree with 
those measured for the sea.  
6) obtained the characterist ic shape of u 
of 8 in an approximate manner, using the Kirchhoff 
method with a gaussian correlation function plus adding 
contributions from little ripples riding the big waves. 
Thus, it is important to know the correct behavior 
of the autocorrelation function for the surface near the 
origin in order to  separate the effects of autocorrelation 
function shape and small ripple contributions in calcu- 
lating u0. 
In Fig. 2 we have,plotted the behavior of the auto- 
correlation function from the s te reo  profile for which 
the spectrum in Fig. 1 was obtained. The autocorrela- 
tion of this profile seems to  behave closer to  exponential, 
although in the profile we have only a small  portion of 
the surface. 
Recently Semyonov (Ref. 
a s  a function 
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SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS FOR JET 
INTERACTION 
The flow field produced by a jet issuing from a flat 
plate aligned with a supersonic s t ream is complicated, 
even in the two-dimensional case. In order  to reduce 
the degree of complexity, simulation experiments have 
been devised in which the flow on one side of a dividing 
s t reamline is replaced by a solid surface. By this 
means it is planned to study independently the flow 
phenomena in the main s t ream and in the jet, in hopes 
of obtaining new information that wi l l  aid in understand- 
ing the complete interaction. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Two simulators have been built to facilitate exper- 
imental studies of the two-dimensional interaction of a 
jet with a supersonic f ree  s t r e a m  (see Fig. 1). A 
semi-cylindrical-step simulator (Fig. 2)  w i l l  be used 
for experiments on the flow processes in the external 
s t ream, with the jet and a portion of the separated flow 
downstream of a dividing streamline simulated by the 
s emi- c ylindr ical step. 
simulator. 
take the place of the deflected f ree  s t ream and that 
pxrt of the separated flow upstream of a dividing stream- 
line. A schlieren photograph taken in this simulator 
(Fig. 3 )  shows qualitative agreement with typical flow 
patterns of complete interaction (Ref. 1). Pressure  
measurements along the inclined plate (Fig. 4 )  show a 
sharp  pressure  peak that is taken to be a stagnation 
point, corresponding to the effective step height of the 
jet. Values of thjs effective s tep height (Fig. 5 )  a r e  
in qualitative agreement with the circular-arc  jet theory 
of Ref. 2, although it  is indicated that the fully-expanded 
jet would probably have a somewhat grea te r  step height, 
and therefore greater  interaction force, than does the 
sonic, highly under-expanded, jet that was tested. 
Prel iminary tes ts  have been made in a jet-turning 
This simulator uses an inclined plate to 
FUTURE PLANS 
Extensive testing of both simulators is planned. 
The semi-cylindrical-step simulator wi l l  be  tested in 
the 8- by 13-inch supersonic wind tunnel a t  Mach 4.0. 
Further  tes ts  of the jet-turning simulator will be made 
with the simulator connected directly to a vacuum line. 
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION 
An idealized sketch of two-dimensional jet inter- 
action is shown in Fig. la .  The separated flow region 
is visualized a s  consisting of two counterrotating cells 
of fluid. The clockwise-turning cell is driven by mix- 
ing with the main s t ream, whilc mixing with the jet 
produces a cell with counter-clockwise rotation. 
In a semi-cylindrical-step simulator the dividing 
s t reamline (ABC in Fig. 1) between the jet and the main 
s t r e a m  and their respective vortical cel ls  is represented 
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E A: JETSHOCK 
( 0 )  IDEALIZED SKETCH OF JET INTERACTION 
(b) SEMI-CYLINDRICAL STEP SIMULATOR 
( c )  JET-TURNING SIMULATOR 
F ig .  1 Structure of F low Caused by Two-Dimensional 
Jet  Interaction, and Suggested Simulators. (90693)  
Fig. 2 Semi-Cylindrical-Step Simulator w i th  One End 
Plate Removed (Brace across Top of Two End 
Plates also Not Shown). (90694)  
by the surface ABC of the semi-cylinder. 
of the semi-cylindrical-step simulator with one end 
plate removed is shown in Fig. 2. P r e s s u r e  holes on 
the plate and semi-cylinder a r e  intended to aid in locat- 
ing the points of separation and reattachment. 
se t s  of mounting holes on the plate permit the semi-  
cylinder to be mounted at various distances from the 
leading edge. 
To simulate the other half of the interaction flow, 
a jet-turning simulator, a s  shown in Fig. IC, has been 
built. In this simulator, the dividing streamline ABC 
is again represented by a solid surface: this time the 
inclined plate (ABC in Fig. I C )  represent5 the dividing 
streamline, and the flow on the jet side i s  studied. 
ly  of a horizontal bottom plate containing the sonic jet 
slot, and an inclined top plate on which the jet im- 
pinges. Both plates a r e  1-inch \bide and a r e  clamped 
A photograph 
Several 
This simulator has not been tested. 
The jet-turning simulator, as  built, consists chief- 
between parallel glass  side platcs, to form a two- 
dimensional channel. 
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Fig. 3 Spark Schlieren Photograph of Flow i n  Jet-Turning 
Simulator, 6 = 24.3", L = 3.96 inches, w = 0.029 
inch, po./p2 = 41, pb /p2  = 0.1. (90695) 
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Fig. 4 Pressure Distributions along Inclined Plate 
of Jet Turning Simulator. (90696) 
A photograph of the flow in the jet-turning simulator 
is shown in Fig. 3. 
the case  when the jet stagnation pressure was 64.2 psia. 
Note that disturbances from the jet reach the inclined 
plate, where they appear to be centered somewhat up- 
s t ream of the jet exit. The explicit flow conditions a r e  
recorded in the figure captions. 
s u r e s  and angles may be most easily obtained by re fer -  
ring to Fig. 4. 
presented in Fig. 4 for three different plate angles. A 
distinctive feature of these pressure  distributions is the 
sharp  peak that occurs somewhat upstream of the jet 
exit. Similar sharp  peaks were noted by Sterrett and 
Barber  (Ref. 1). Their flow configuration was s imilar  
to that of the present tes ts ,  with the important differ- 
ence that the cavity upstream of the jet w a s  not closed, 
so that the jet was not forced to turn. 
The sharp  pressure peaks of Fig. 4 a r e  assumed 
to correspond to the common stagnation p> int between 
the jet and the main stream, labeled B in Fig. 1. The 
distance from the flat plate to the stagnation point B is 
This i s  a spark  schlieren, taken in 
The definitions of pres -  
Pressure  measurements on the inclined plate a r e  
U NCLASS I FI ED I IH6a 
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Fig. 5 Equivalent Spoiler Height Given by  Jet-Turning 
Simulator and by Circular-Arc Jet Theory, 
p / p 2  = 60, pb/p2  = 0.3. (90697) 
Oj 
the effective step height h. Values of h corresponding 
to the peaks in Fig. 4 a r e  plotted in Fig. 5 in te rms  of 
the nondimensional parameter  p h/N in which 2 vac' 
Nvac is the normal force of the jet in a vacuum, per 
unit span. 
c i rcu lar -a rc  jet theory of Ref. 2. resul ts  of which a r e  
shown a s  the solid lines in Fig. 5, and is closely related 
to the normal force amplification factor K, which is 
given by the c i rcu lar -a rc  jet theory (which assumes no 
shocks a r e  present in the jet) a s  
This parameter  comes from the idealized 
I 
K - 1 p h/(Nvactana) ,  
2 
where a is the boundary layer  separation angle (BSA in 
Fig. 1). 
Comparison of the theoretical and experimental r e -  
sul ts  of Fig. 5 shows that the actual (having internal 
shocks) jet values from the jet-turning simulator cor re-  
spond to c i rcu lar -a rc  jets having 4 
and 30". Since ,9 would be expected to be l e s s  than 25", 2 
this plot indicates better amplification of the jet force 
for  the circular-arc  jet than for the actual jet, which 
issues  f rom a simply convergent (sonic) mouth. 
sented in  an  ear l ie r  progress  report  (Ref. 3) were 
found to be in e r r o r  because of the use of gage pressure  
values of p in place of absolute pressures .  Also, the 
nominal slot width was used instead of the effective 
value determined from mss  flow measurements.  
values between 25" 2 
Similar resu l t s  for the jet-turning simulator pre-  
0 .  
J 
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PLANAR CONFIGURATION STUDY 
This empirical study was intended to determine the 
practicability of designing a volume-limited missile con- 
figuration that would have good maneuverability a t  high 
altitudes and moderate supersonic Mach numbers. At- 
tainment of this objective meant avoiding the pitch-yaw- 
rol l  coupling difficulty, a requirement that was met by 
using a planar-type configuration. A second objective, 
which was also realized, w a s  to contribute to a continu- 
ing study of those interference phenomena in supersonic 
f l o w  that adversely affect missile performance, espe- 
cially those phenomena involved in pitch-yaw-roll cou- 
pling. 
SUMMARY 
Use of a tail-controlled planar configuration re-  
quires that the control system operate by the bank-to- 
maneuver o r  so-called "twist and steer" method. Such 
a configuration must have near neutral stability in pitch 
and roll, combined with high directional stability at a l l  
angles of attack. 
wind-tunnel testing, evaluation, and semi-empirical 
correlation of test  results. 
ration for which studies were made are ,  in chronological 
order:  dorsal-finned configurations (Fig. l), delta- 
winged configurations (Fig. 2), and dart-winged configu- 
rations (Fig. 3).  Optimization studies, culminating in 
the design of the dart-winged configuration, were made 
a t  Mach 2 . 5 .  
a t  Mach 3.5 in order  to show that results a t  the lower 
Mach numbers remained valid over this Mach number 
range. The aerodynamic stability and control charac- 
ter is t ics  of all planar configurations examined in  this 
study a r e  documented and compared in Ref. 1. 
fluence the behavior of these configurations a r e  exhibited 
and studied in Ref. 2. 
and directional characterist ics of these configurations 
a r e  dominated both qualitatively and quantitatively by 
interference effects. 
The study was car r ied  on by a repeated sequence of 
The three types of configu- 
Additional wind-tunnel data were collected 
The aerodynamic interference phenomena that in- 
Indeed i t  is seen that the lateral 
FUTURE PLANS 
Work on this study w i l l  be completed with publica- 
tion of the final reports, Refs. 1 and 2.  
BACKGROUND 
Supersonic missiles, especially those having cru- 
ciform configurations, when attempting to operate at 
high angles of attack, generally encounter the difficulty 
known as pitch-yaw-roll coupling. A missile encounter- 
ing this condition w i l l  go out of control unless there is 
adequate compensation built into the autopilot. This 
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Fig. 4 Lateral and Directional Stability of Delta-Winged 
Configuration. (90 625) 
effectively limits missile angle of attack, hence man- 
euverability at high altitudes. A continuing study at  
APL has been directed toward further understanding 
of this phenomenon and determining means of avoiding 
it. The planar configuration study w a s  a part  of this 
overall program. 
DISCUSSION 
The need for good directional stability came from 
the des i re  to avoid the use of the vertical control sur- 
faces that a r e  a major factor in  producing pitch-yaw- 
rol l  control coupling. Al l  control w a s  to be  accom- 
plished by the combined aileron and elevator effect of 
the horizontal control surfaces. 
Some difficulty in attaining directional stability 
ESTIMATED EXPERIMENTAL - - - - 
o, M = 2.50 9 = 0’ CG STATION = 8 DIAMETERS , 
-0.81 I 1 I 1 I I I 
01 I I I I I 1 I 
0.21 1 
I I 
-0.21 I I I I I 1 1 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
(‘N)trim 
Fig. 5 Lateral and Directional Stability of Dart-Winged 
Configuration. (90 62 6) 
sate  for this. 
the dorsal  fins of the first  configurations tested (Fig. 1 )  
created a reverse  flow over the leeside fin, which made 
the directional stability much worse than anticipated. 
For  the second attempt the delta-wing configuration 
w a s  chosen, with the intention that la rge  delta wings 
would cause the vortices to be carried well outboard so 
as to pass c lear  of the vertical fin. This expectation 
was realized, but i t  was found that there was sti l l  a 
loss  of directional stability, i. e. ,  of 3Cn/a8, at l a rge  
values of angle of attack or normal force coefficient, 
(CN)trim, a s  shown in Fig. 4. 
The new difficulty w a s  found to result  from an in- 
terference effect between the wing trailing edge and the 
leeside fin. An empirical study of the data showed the 
possibility of alleviating this condition by changing the 
shapes of the trailing edges to give the dart-wing con- 
figuration shown in Fig. 3. Tests  of this configuration 
indicated good agreement between experimental and pre- 
dicted results,  as shown in Fig. 5. Since the design 
objective had been attained, testing w a s  discontinued. 
The remainder of the study w a s  devoted to the cor re-  
lation and presentation of the resul ts  obtained (see 
Refs. 1 and 2). 
A s  i t  turned out, the vortices shed from 
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-1.296,720 x 10; 
+l. 160,963 x 10 
RADOME THERMAL STRESS 
INVESTIGATION 
Large thermal s t r e s ses  and deformations a r e  
generated in the radomes of interceptor missiles by 
aerodynamic heating during hypersonic flight. 
gation of their  magnitudes became necessary owing to 
cri t ical  demands on the radome material in the t ip and 
forward part of the radome where high temperatures 
and steep gradients lead to severe stressing and dis- 
tortion of the structure. Meaningful solutions for the 
s t r e s ses  and thermoelastic deformations in the radome 
a r e  needed for the successful design of high-speed 
vehicles. 
Investi- 
SUMMARY 
Extensive numerical results, obtained from the 
computer program mentioned in the last progress 
report, were reported in Refs. 1 through 5. In Ref. 
6 theoretical expressions were developed for the 
orthogonal components of thermoelastic displacement. 
Exterior and interior boundary conditions were estab- 
lished in  Ref. 7 for numerical evaluation of arbitrary 
constants that occur in the solution because of integra- 
tion of a fourth-order differential equation. 
studies (Ref. 1) led to determinations of convergent 
se r ies  and continuous functions in the main-body 
thermal- s t r e s  s solution. Computer- program numeri- 
cal  data were given for wall-slope and total-shear gen- 
e ra l  integrals in Ref. 2 and for particular integrals in 
Ref. 4. The computer-program data on thermoelastic 
displacements were presented in Ref. 5 for general 
functions and in Ref. 6 for particular solutions. 
A number of computerized exploratory numerical 
@ 
(d eg - min- s ec ) 
'P1 = 64-19-23 
65-06-39 
6 5 - 5 5 - 04 
66-45-43 
67-37-49 
68-31-57 
69-28-18 
70-28-  15 
7 1-29- 13 
Examples of the computer-program numerical r<--' 
sults a r e  shown in Tables I and I1 for which tho se r i e s  
a r e  identified in Eqs. (1) to (15), inclusive of the sub- 
sequent discussion. 
FUTURE PLANS 
Based on the methods and formulas described in 
Ref. 7, a computer program was set  up to calculate 
the integration constants numerically. This work is 
now underway toward evaluation of 1 2  constants in total- 
shear  and wall-slope analytical functions, plus three 
such constants in displacement expressions. 
to report  these results a s  soon a s  possible. 
complete thermal-stress and deformation surveys 
throughout the radome. 
necessarily follow the ones referred to in the preced- 
ing paragraph, since they a r e  contingent on numerical 
values of the integration constants a s  determined from 
exterior and i l t e r io r  boundary conditions. 
We plan 
Another computer program is being written for 
Results of these surveys must 
BACKGROUND 
Brittle ceramic materials that a r e  used in radome 
construction provide little o r  no s t r e s s  relief by plastic 
deformation. 
quires careful structural  design and strength determi- 
nations for reliable missile operation. Further back- 
ground information on the problem is given in previous 
quarterly progress reports.  
In consequence their thermal behavior r e -  
DISCUSSION 
The series,  whose sums a r e  listed in  Tables I and 
11, a r e  applicable in the main body of the radome and 
identified according to their coefficients ; i. e. , 
m n 
s in@- K 
s = c a n (  AK ) , .... 
n=o 
where K = sin Q 
0. 062,429. 
a r e  the total shear Q and the w a l l  slope V. 
ample, in the interval @ 5 @ 5 9 along the main body, 
the applicable expressions a r e  shown below. 
= 0.897,571 and AK = sin Q2 - K = 
Functions in which the infinite se r ies  occur 
For ex- 
1 2 
Table I 
General Ser ies Sums for Main-Body Shear and Slope 
-1.252,165 
2 +O. 373,323 -2.309,045 x l o 3  
+2.281,686 x l o 3  
-3.733,620 x 10 
4 
-4.894,666 x l o 5  
+l .  805,414 x lo5 
+8.117,134 x lo6  
-4.582.932 x 10, 
'b I sc 
-5.335, 718 
+5.503, 105 x lo2 
-3.145,906 x l o 2  
-1.250, 619 x lo4 
4 -3.103,346 x lo5 
-2.008,237 x lo5 
+l. 132,628 x 10 
+9.288,429 x lo6 
+3.267,485 x lo7 
-2.268.865 x lo7  
-4.848,632 x 10 
- 1. 254.5 14 
+0.404,769 
+2.280,300 x l o 4  
4 -4.893,638 x lo5  
+l. 803,220 x l o 5  
+8.117,817 x l o 6  
-2,309,526 x l o 3  
-3.724,956 x 10 
-4.579,413 x l o 7  
-1.297,276 x l o 7  
+ I .  160,017 x 10 
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-5.333, 369 
+5.499, 961 x l o 2  
-3.145,425 x l o 2  
-1.236,790 x lo4  
4 
-3. 104, 378 x l o 5  
-2. 006, 045 x l o 5  
+ l .  131, 761 x 10 
+9.287,733 x lo6 
+3.262,961 x l o 7  
-2.268,308 x l o 7  
-4.839, 158 x 10 
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Q 
(deg - min- s ec ) 
Q1 = 64-19-23 
65-06-39 
65-55-23 
66-45-43 
67-37-50 
68-31-56 
Table II 
Par t icu lar  Series Sums for Main-Body Shear and Slope 
S .  
J 
-4 +2.352,479 X 
+6.110,815 x 10 
-4 
+9.853,959 X 
+l.  306,398 x 10 
-3 
+2.303,177 X 
+3.111,189 x 10 
'k I s4 
-5 -1.532,725 x 
-1.410,465 x 10 
-5 -2.001,312 x 
+3.728,650 x 10 
+2.740, 731 x 
-4 
-4.454,226 x 10 
- 3  
1 
+l. 776,990 x 10 
-1.713,493 x 10-1 
+l. 338, 168 x 10 
-1.590,721 x l U -  
-5.800,904 
-3.974,900 x -3 
-4.271,001 
-3.935,838 x 10 
-1.183,445 x 
+l.  215,572 x 
-2 
-2.646,953 x 10 
-y.syti,5xtix 10 
+l. 139,876 x 10 
-3  
-1.176,929 x l o 2  
-4.156,928 x l o 3  
+l. 032,594 x . l O  
- Q = s i n 3  (K +K s + K ~ S ~ + K ~ S ~ + K ~ S ~ )  Eh 0 l a  
K5Rcsin P Rc 2 .  ;in 
(K6sj+K7spcos P), r 
C r 
C 
(2 ) 
r 
v = $-K~+K;S,+K;S~K;S~+K:,S~)  
(3) 
2 R + - Y K ~ ( ~ ~ . + ~ + ~ ~ ) + K ~ c s  sL+vs ) cos q. 
C J P 
The K. a r e  constants of integration, constants K! a r e  
calculable in t e rms  of the K.. and 
1 
Rc = 64. 679 inches: rc = Rc(sin 3 - K ) ;  (4) 
n 
u = 0.244; 8' = 869.130,482; h = 0.250 inches, 
(5 ) 
where h is the radome-wall thickness and 
bending parameter computed with Eq. (6): 
is the wall- 
2 2 (6) j4 + u 2  = 12(1-v ) (Rc/h) , 
The symbols Q and V in the foregoing equations repre-  
sent the shearing-stress resultant and thermoelastic 
w a l l  slope, respectively, and 9 denotes the coordinate 
angle. Numerical values of the s. (i = a, b, . . . , p) a r e  
listed in  Tables I and 11. 
The se r i e s  were summed with the f i rs t  two-hundred 
t e rms  in  each case, and coefficients were calculated 
f rom programmed recurrence formulas as exemplified 
by the following relations. 
a o = b  = c  = d  = + 1  (7)  
0 0 0  
(a,) = - (bnbn-1+unbn-2); (8) 
(b,) = ( ~ ~ b ~ - ~ + X ~ b ~ - ~ ~ f b ~ a ~ - ~ + ~ ~ a ~ - ~ ) :  (9) 
#1 
# l  
rUl  
(c,) = (Yncn-l+Xncn-2) - ( b n d n - l + q n - 2 )  
(dn) = (Yndn-1+Xndn-2) + (bncn-1+uncn-2) 
+@,an- 1+Pnan-2): (10) 
ns 1 
UNCLASSIFIED 
S 
P 
+8.993, 765 x 
+2.204,359 x 
-4.500,298 x 
-3.008,844 x 10 
-5 
-2 +3.196, 060 x 
+5.788, 690 x 10 
-1.799,892 
+7.900,537 x 10-1 
+6.932,553 x lo2 
-1.142,234 x lo3 
-2.499,510 x 10 
- (Pnbn-1+Pnbn-2) - (11) . 
The Greek-letter multipliers were computed with 
(AK)pn 
K(AK)sec 2 Qc 
pn n(n+2) 8 p n = 7 .  
(12) yn = (2n +n-2b 
(13) 
2 2 2 X + (n -n-l)pn, b n  = B p n ,  W, = B p, I 
and each se r i e s  in the general solution satisfies the 
following fourth-order differential equation: 
(14) 
2 
n '  
4 4  
(L + B  ) (rcsi) = 0 .  
r c s c Q  d si ds.  R s.cos* 2 
1 c 1  
L (Si) = - + c o t Q d \ I r - ,  t an*  9 (15) 
Rc dQ2 C 
2 
where the operator ( L  ) is defined by the final equation. 
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I 
VIBRATION STUDIES 
In guided missile development it is important to 
know precisely the frequencies of free vibration of 
elastic s t ruc tures  and structural  elements. For the 
missile as a whole the frequencies and mode shapes 
in bending and torsion have a strong influence on per- 
formance of the control system. The frequencies and 
mode shapes of such other structural  components as 
wings, fins, and panels a r e  crucial in their aeroelastic 
(flutter) behavior in flight. 
The free vibration of only the most elementary 
structural  elements can be analyzed "exactly;" there- 
fore,  approximation methods must be used to estimate 
the vibration characterist ics of a l l  others. The object 
of ou r  vibration studies is to develop suitable rigorous 
approximation techniques and to apply them to problems 
of elastic structural  vibration. 
SUMMARY 
In the past period, while working on the torsional 
vibration problem (Ref. 1). the companion bending 
problem has also been extensively examined. 
that applies estimation procedures and calculates up- 
per and lower bounds to nonzero bending frequencies of 
missiles. A s  input data the program requires the mis- 
s i le  bending stiffness and mass  per unit length, both of 
which a r e  taken to be piecewise constant. 
Rayleigh-Ritz procedure, while the more difficult proc- 
e s s  of obtaining lower bounds is accomplished with the 
method of special choice developed by Bazley and Fox 
(Ref. 2,  Sec. IIIA.2). 
frequencies of a "missile" whose stiffness variation is 
piecewise constant and is approximately the cubic 
(1  + &) where the x's denote stiffness stations (see 
Fig. 1, solid line). The mass  per  unit length w a s  as- 
slimed to approximate the linear function (1 + &). 
where the x ' s  here  denote the mass stations (see Fig. 2, 
solid line). 
piecewise constant stiffness and mass  per unit length 
respectively. 
to frequencies (cps) of the structure that resulted from 
15th order  matrix calculations. 
particular stiffness and mass  distribution, the program 
can also be used in ear ly  stages of missile development 
to show the sensitivity of changes in stiffness and mass 
upon frequencies. 
This research  has developed a computer program 
The upper bounds a r e  calculated by means of the 
The program w a s  used to compute bounds to bending 
3 
The dashed lines in Figs. 1 and 2 represent the 
Table I exhibits the first  ten upper and lower bounds 
In addition to giving upper and lower bounds for a 
I 1 I J 
0 50 100 150 185 
0 
STATION NUMBER 
Fig. 1 Bending Rigidity and Approximation. (90658)  
0 
0 50 100 150 185 
STATION NUMBER 
Fig. 2 Mass and Approximation. (90659)  
Table I 
Bounds to Nonzero Bending Frequencies (cps) of a Missile 
FUTURE PLANS 
Upper Bounds, 
15th Order 
1.5115942 
4.1408318 
8.1153963 
13.453415 
20.409375 
27.986376 
37.964849 
48.381118 
60.246433 
73.711460 
Applications of upper and lower bound procedures 
to problems of missile frequency estimations w i l l  con- 
tinue. A program that wi l l  accept not only piecewise 
constant but also piecewise linear input data for missile 
torsional and bending frequencies w i l l  be developed. 
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Moreover, the final programs for missile torsional 
and bending frequencies w i l l  be optimized to run in a 
minimum of time, and provisions for accepting data in 
engineering units will be made. 
Theoretical studies will continue, with the aim of 
developing and extending procedures for estimating 
eigenvalues (frequencies), eigenfunctions (mode shapes), 
and related quantities for problems in structural  vibra- 
tion. 
BACKGROUND 
Experience and knowledge gained in applying the 
techniques for eigenvalue estimation to problems of 
torsional vibration (Refs. 2 and 3 )  proved very useful 
in  the development of a computer program that calcu- 
iates upper ana iower bounds for benciing trequencies 
of missiles. The program uses the bending stiffness 
and mass per unit length a s  input data. 
g ram uses stiffness and mass that a r e  piecewise con- 
stant, fifty discontinuities in each quantity can be inde- 
pendently prescribed, thus enabling one to estimate the 
missile data closely with piecewise constant data. 
Since the pro- 
DISCUSSION 
The quadratic forms JA and JB for the problem of 
bending vibrations of a missile of unit length a r e  given 
by 
J (u) = s* h(x) [ ~ " ( x ) ] ~ d x  , 
-3 A 
and 
where the mass  per unit length B(x) and the bending 
stiffness h(x) a r e  assumed to be piecewise constant and 
bounded by constants h", H, m, and M a s  follows: 
0 m <  B(x)< M I  
0 < h" h(x) 2 H . 
In order to apply the lower bound method, we de- 
compose the quadratic form JA into the sum of two 
quadratic forms, 
JA(u) = JA.,(u) + JAl(u) , 
where JAo is the resolvable quadratic form given by 
(u) = s* h" [u"(x)I2 dx , 
-h JA" 
and JAl is the positive semidefinite quadratic form 
given by 
J A l ( u )  = s h [h(x) - h"] [ u"(x)]' dx . 
-?$ 
The quadratic form JB is decomposed into the differ- 
ence of two quadratic forms 
UNCLASSIFIED I 1118 
where JBo is the resolvable quadratic form given by 
and JBl  is the quadratic form given by 
The base problem used in the procedure is the 
eigenvalue problem corresponding to the variation 
6 [J ,,/J .I. This base problem is given by A B  
A"u - X B"u = 0 , 
u" ( - 8 )  = u" ( h )  = U"'(-*) = u"'(&) = 0 , 
where A"u = hou""and B"u = M u. 
solved explicitly since i t  is the eigenvalue problem 
associated with the bending vibration of a shaft with 
uniform stiffness h" and uniform mass per unit length M. 
The eigenvalues and normalized eigenvectors of the 
base problem a r e  given by 
This problem can be 
lo = %a;, h" f o r u = l , 2  ,... , U 
and 
% [cash - COS a x 6 
2 U &(cosh2 %+ cos2 aY -)
2 2 
01 
+ cos 2 c o s h a  X I ,  for u = l ,  3 , 5 , .  . ., 2 U 
where the a Is a r e  the roots of the transcendental equa- 
tions U 
V V tan - + tanh - = 0, for u = l ,  3, 5 , .  . . , 2 2 
a 01 
and 
OLU 
a 
tan - - tanh - = 0,  for u = 2 , 4 ,  6,. . . , U 2 2 
The method of special choice uses these eigen- 
values and eigenvectors in conjunction with some aux- 
i l iary vectors to generate a finite matrix whose eigen- 
values yield the desired lower bounds. 
bounds were obtained using the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure 
with the uo's as tr ia l  vectors. 
The upper 
U 
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TRANSPIRATION COOLING 
INVESTIGATIONS 
Gas transpiration cooling offers a means of protect- 
ing cri t ical  a r e a s  on high-speed flight vehicles. Theo- 
retical methods of coupling external transpiration cool- 
ing calculations to  flight -body temperature calculations 
a r e  being developed. 
systems a re  needed in such a reas  as the leading edge, 
but published data cover only noncompact plenum sys- 
tems. 
ducts a r e  therefore needed as adjuncts to computer pro- 
gram development. 
Compact duct transpiration cooling 
Tes ts  of flow and heat transfer in transpiring 
SUMMARY 
In gas flow through the porous walled passage of a 
transpiration system the pressure  drop between the inner 
and outer surfaces of the tube wall affects the mass loss 
through the wall, which in turn  affects the pressure drop 
of the main flow along the passage. Experimental meas- 
urements of mass  flow variation and pressure  distribution 
in porous tubes a r e  needed before an analytical method 
can be completed for predicting these quantities. Pre-  
viously a tes t  apparatus was developed to measure the 
mass  discharge rate  and  the internal static pressures 
along the ax is  of a 1/4-inch OD, 2-micron porous tube, 
as reported in Ref. 1. This apparatus has been modi- 
fied by the substitution of a cylindrical mass  discharge 
sampling device (Fig. 1) for the straight rubber hose 
previously in use. The cylindrical device gives a mass 
discharge rate  that is an average circumferential value. 
It also keeps a nearly constant sampling area,  even when 
moved to different locations on the tube. The improved 
device can measure mass  discharge rates to  an accuracy 
of *2% over the range of 0.6 x IO4 to  2.5 x IO-' lb / sec  
per inch of porous tube length. 
Using the apparatus shown in Fig. 1, new mass flow 
measurements were made along the 0.25-inch-diameter 
porous tube. The resul ts  were of the same type as  pre-  
sented in Ref. 1; namely, a highly nonuniform discharge 
distribution presumably caused by extremely irregular 
tube porosity. Because of this nonuniformity the tube 
was discarded, and two new tubes having a finer pore 
size and a thicker wall were  purchased. 
stainless steel tubes have a 0.4-inch OD and a 0 .  16-inch 
ID and a porosity of one micron; their  lengths a r e  8.25 
and 9.5 inches. 
Mass flow measurements were made along the 
lengths of each of these tubes, and, a s  would be expected. 
the decreased pore size and increased wall thickness 
caused a considerable increase in flow resistance. Thus. 
the internal static pressure  level had to be raised ( a fac- 
t o r  of approximately 100) t o  obtain mass  discharge rates  
comparable t o  those of previous tes ts  on the 2-micron 
tubes. 
a l inear variation of mass flow rate with pressure, in 
These new 
The overall resul ts  for the I-micron tubes showed 
1/4-INCH 
RUBBER 
TUBING 
D 
WATER LINE 
fA  3/16 INCH- p -f w 3 / 1 6  INCH 
POROUS - W 
TUBE 4 L O . 2 5  INCH 
SECTION A-A 
Fig. 1 Sampling Device. (90666) 
- m 
DISTANCE FROM UPSTREAM END (inches) 
Fig. 2 Static Pressure and Mass Flow Rate versus 
Distance from the Upstream End for a Porous 
Tube of 1-Micron Porosity. (90667) 
DISTANCE FROM UPSTREAM END (inches) 
Fig. 3 Voltage versus Distance along a Stainless 
Steel 1-Micron Porous Tube. (90668) 
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agreement with Darcy's law for incompressible, isother - 
mal flow. 
direction was small  compared to  the internal static pres -  
sure level. This variation and the associated mass  dis-  
charge rate for the 8.25 -inch tube a r e  shown in Fig. 2.  
A s  with the earlier 2-micron tube, the results show the 
tube to be of nonuniform porosity; however, the first  5 
inches of the tube vary nearly linearly which should be 
- I _ _ _ - A - .  I. A"- ..Lab &I a , l a L c ~  ~ll~asurtirrirnts.  
ments were made of the electrical resistance per unit 
length of the tubes (Fig. 3) .  This was accomplished by 
passing a current through the tube and measuring volt- 
age drop at 1 -inch intervals. 
indicated in Fig. 3 shows that the electrical resistance 
i s  uniform along the tube, indicating a uniform metallic 
flow path in the axial direction. 
near the 7-inch station did not indicate a metallic flow 
path variation comparable to  the variation suggested by 
the swing in the local mass discharge curve of Fig. 3 .  
computation of the tubes' friction factor with suction. 
For  each incremental length of tubing, the program com- 
putes the mass flow rate, Reynolds number, s t ream ve- 
locity, suction r a t e  (radial velocity a t  the inner wall/ , , 
average s t ream velocity), total internal static pressure  
drop, pressure  drops owing to momentum and friction, 
and the friction factor. The equations and general solu- 
tion that were programmed a r e  the same a s  given in 
Ref. 1. 
FUTURE PLANS 
The internal pressure variation in the axial 
cnf f ;n ;~m+ c,... L ^ ^ L  L- -..- =-- -  
In preparation for the heat transfer tests,  measure- 
The straight -line variation 
Detailed voltage surveys 
A computer program has been prepared to aid in the 
Work  will continue on making experimental deter-  
minations of friction coefficient and heat transfer coef- 
ficient of porous tubes. 
shortened t o  minimize flow resistance variation along 
the tube. 
tings to  the ends of the porous tube without influencing 
the flow will also continue. 
soldering the fittings must be further evaluated, since 
tests t o  date indicate a change in flow resistance in the 
tube wall when the silver solder is used. 
Additional work on the theoretical method for p re -  
dicting heat transfer to a compact transpiring Surface 
will be done. Following this work, a transpiration com- 
puter program to facilitate using this method will be 
constructed . 
BACKGROUND 
The 8. 25-inch tube will be 
Work on developing a method of attaching fi t-  
The present method of silver 
Considerable work was done toward developing a 
mathematical method for predicting heat transfer to a 
transpiration cooled surface. Because no experimental 
information existed concerning the flow characterist ics 
and heat transfer data for porous wall tubes, an experi- 
mental program was organized for  obtaining such infor- 
mation. 
under development t o  determine basic friction-factor 
and heat transfer data. 
A porous tube (annular flow) apparatus has been 
The friction factor is deduced 
from pressure -drop measurements. P re s su res  a r e  ob- 
tained from a static-pressure survey tube located on the 
axis of the porous tube. 
DISCUSSION 
The present cold flow test  data reduction procedure 
is based on the one-dimensional flow equation cited in 
Ed.  i a s :  
where [pd(u2 ) ]  is  the momentum decrease and 
( 2  dx] i s  the friction. Pressure  measurements 
provide a finite difference value for dp, and the flow 
metering system plus the sampling device provide data 
for evaluating the finite difference value of od(u2 ). 
this information the friction factor, f, in the third t e rm 
can be evaluated. 
termined with the momentum te rm eliminated. In the 
unwrapped tube tests the primary mass  flow decreases  
in the flow direction, with the result  that far downstream 
measurement of the small  finite difference values r e -  
quires extremely sensitive detectors and flow that is 
quite steady. 
After obtaining the two new 1-micron tubes, meas-  
urement of the friction factors without suction were 
first  made. This was accomplished by wrapping the tube 
with friction tape to  block radial flow. 
to r s  were then obtained for several Reynolds numbers by 
measuring internal static pressures  along the tubes. 
These data were quite consistent and indicated a tube 
roughness slightly higher than Moody's  smooth tube 
(Ref. 2). A roughness factor of approximately 500 was 
indicated. 
In addition to the above work, a method was decided 
upon for attaching end fittings to  the porous tube. 
silver soldering a brass  fitting to  the downstream end of 
the 9 . 5  -inch tube, a good electrical contact was achieved. 
Measurements of the porous tube flow resistance before 
and after soldering disclosed'that the flow resistance had 
increased nearly 50% over a portion of the tube remote to  
the solder connection. The cause fo r  this change has not 
been determined, but condensation of solder flux on the 
inner porous wall or a pore change caused by heating a re  
two possibilities under consideration. 
problem is being investigated. 
tachment method is needed. 
From 
In the wrapped-tube tests f = f o  is de- 
The friction fac- 
By 
Presently this 
A dependable fitting a t -  
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HIGH-TEMPERATURE STRUCTURES AND 
MATERIALS 
Structural  problems of hypersonic a i r f rames a r e  
strongly influenced by limitations of materials at high 
temperatures.  In this project, structural  concepts arp 
evaluated, and appropriate materials a r e  tested in  
o rde r  to establish a sound approach to the design of 
such vehicles. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A s e r i e s  of t e s t s  of the creep strength of an 87.5% 
This alloy, 
tantalum-10% tungsten-2.5% hafnium alloy at 2400" - 
3000°F were completed during this quarter. 
designated as T-222 by the producer (Westinghouse 
Electric Corp. ), is among the strongest refractory al- 
loys available for service at temperatures above 2400°F. 
Relatively few data are available on alloy strength 
during very short-t ime loadings as a r e  anticipated for 
typical hypersonic vehicles. 
car r ied  out to obtain such information. 
that were either 10 o r  4 inches long. These s t r ip s  were 
cut from an experimental sheet of 0.040-inch-thick ma- 
t e r i a l  obtained as a product of the Bureau of Naval Weap- 
ons Refractory Metals Sheet Rolling P rogram (Ref. 1) .  
The specimens were coated with tantalum disilicide for 
oxidation res i s tance  by the Solar Aircraft  Company, 
using a proprietary process in  which the specimens are 
heated to elevated temperature in  the presence of vapor- 
containing compounds that decompose to deposit silicon 
metal  on the alloy. 
silicide of the base metal. 
tection for  severa l  hours at 2800°F and is useful for 
shorter periods at 3000°F. 
loading apparatus (Ref. 2 )  in which the specimens were 
resist ively heated to the test  temperature. 
tures were controlled and recorded by means of optical 
pyrometers.  
emissivity measurements made in the course of this 
work. Most of the specimens were 10 inches long; on 
these the s t ra in  was measured on a 2-inch gage length 
by means of a "bent beam" extensometer (Ref. 3). On 
the 4 -inch-long specimens the s t ra in  w a s  measured 
optically by means of a cathetometer sighting on slivers 
of pyrolytic boron nitride as  markers .  The la t te r  tech- 
nique w a s  used in some runs at slow s t ra in  ra tes  asso- 
ciated with relatively low temperatures and s t r e s ses  and 
was  used to  supplement data gathered from the 10 -inch 
specimens. 
The resu l t s  are partially summarized on Fig. 1, 
which shows the t ime to 1% creep as a function of s t ress  
at the different temperatures.  Detailed data and similar 
figures for the smaller  and la rger  s t ra ins  have been pre- 
sented elsewhere (Ref. 4). Broad shaded a reas  on the 
The present tes t s  were 
Test  specimens consisted of 1 /2-inch-wide s t r ips  
The silicon then reac ts  to form a 
The coating provides pro- 
The present creep tests were done in a dead-weight 
Tempera- 
T rue  temperatures were obtained from 
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._ I CREEP STRAIN ONLY I 
1 10 100 1000 
TIME (seconds) 
Fig .  1 T 2 2 2  Alloy-Stress versus Time t o  1% Creep 
Elongation. (90737)  
Fig .  2 Appearance of D is i l i c ide  Coated T 2 2 2  Creep 
Specimens Tested at Various Temperatures. 
(90739)  
figure show the degree of sca t te r  in the data, which was 
somewhat la rger  than can be attributed to experimental 
e r r o r s  in measurement.  Metallographic examination 
of the start ing material ,  coated material ,  and tested 
material  revealed that (a) the raw material  was s t r e s s -  
relieved but not fully annealed, (b) recrystallization o r  
fur ther  annealing occurred during coating, and (c) var ia -  
tions in grain s ize  resulted from the above circumstances. 
The observed variation in grain s ize  would be expected to 
cause variations in creep strength as indicated by the 
sca t te r  in the data. 
The typical conditions of the coating a f te r  t e s t s  a t  
temperatures  up t o  3000°F a r e  shown in Fig. 2. None 
these are  catastrophic failures, hut ra ther  consist of 
small  bubbles that niptured and resealed. The 3000°F 
specimen was heated for 210 seconds; those below this 
of 
i 
1 ' C  
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34 I ALLOY D E N S I T Y 1  
Ta - 0.61 LEAN3 
Mo - 0.37 
- 
'Z 22 
2 - 
I 
~~ 
6 L  I 
1 10 100 
TIME (seconds) 
I 
1000 
Fig. 3 Time for 1% Creep Elongation of Three Coated 
Refractory Alloys at 2600°F. (90738) 
were heated for longer periods. 
trophic failure at 3000°F would result in less  than five 
minutes. 
It is likely that catas- 
FUTURE PLANS 
In previous work several  refractory materials were 
examined and proven suitable to withstand heating con- 
ditions that would exist on stagnation regions of sharp 
leading edges. Problems of structural and chemical 
compatibility between these materials and the presently 
investigated silicide coatings must be investigated to 
insure satisfactory performance of load-bearing assem-  
blies. An alternate coating system, based on s lur ry  
deposits of silicides, which may be used as a high tem-  
perature brazing alloy, will also be investigated. 
BACKGROUND 
Previous work has shown that an oxidation res i s -  
tant alloy of 80% hafnium-20% tantalum is perhaps one 
of the best materials available for small-radius leading 
edges on inlets, wings and control surfaces of hyper- 
sonic vehicles (Ref. 5). This material is useful at 
temperatures near  4000'F and is resistant to erosion and 
and thermal shock and is both machinable and weldable. 
However, it is very expensive, and this makes it de- 
sirable to consider it for use only in critical stagnation 
regions and to search for lower-cost materials for the 
main structures.  In addition to i ts  high cost, the 
hafnium alloy is not as  strong a s  many of the more 
commonly available refractory alloys of columbium, 
tantalum, and molybdenum. However, alloys in the lat - 
t e r  classes oxidize very rapidly a t  temperatures a s  low 
a s  2000°F and must be protected by coatings if their 
strength properties a re  to be used effectively. 
A variety of coatings have been developed for such 
alloys, most of which a r e  based on formation of thin 
films of silicide compounds on the surface. Typically, 
these coatings a r e  useful only at temperatures up to 
about 3000'F. 
portions of hypersonic surfaces at positions away from 
stagnation points; further, because of the improved 
This capability will be adequate for most 
UNCLASSIFIED 
strength, the relatively loweFcosi w d  wider experic:ncc. 
with these alloys (compared to the.hafniumLtantalurn 
alloy), they a r e  considered the best candidates for un- 
insulated a i r f rame components. 
The T-222 alloy tested here is not a s  strong a s  
some available tungsten alloys but is nearly comparable 
a t  temperatures up to about 3500°F. It i s  considcred 
superior to tungsten alloys in the present program be- 
cause it is ductile, machinable, and weldable. Con- 
siderable difficulty is encountered in these a reas  with 
tungsten base alloys. In Fig. 3, some of the present 
results a r e  shown in comparison to  previous tes t s  per -  
formed on molybdenum-0.5% titanium alloy and one of 
the stronger columbium alloys, R66 (Ref. 6). As seen 
here, at 2600°F the T-222 alloy is approximately twice 
as strong a s  the other two alloys. This factor will be 
important in volume-limited structures,  such a s  lead- 
ing edges, which may have geometric restrictions in 
the thickness of materials that can be employed. On a 
strength to weight basis, the columbium alloys a r e  
superior when temperatures below 2600°F and rela- 
tively short loading cycles a r e  to be encountered. 
Typically, however, at 2800°F and above, the T-222 
alloy appears superior even when density is taken into 
consideration. 
Most a l l  available coatings for such alloys consist 
of a surface film whose success hinges on the formation 
of an adherent, insoluble oxide film as  compared to a 
spalling oxide or  gaseous oxide phase of the base ma- 
terial. In the case of silicide coatings, silica (SO.  ) is 
2 
formed. At temperatures above 2800"F, this is a vis-  
cous, glassy material that becomes more and more 
fluid a s  temperature is increased. 
80Hf-20Ta alloy, an oxide layer of hafnium that is 
stabilized by small  amounts of tantalum oxide is formed. 
Two problems can be anticipated in performance of 
structures in which these two materials a r e  to be joined. 
Firs t ,  there may be minor fluxing reactions between the 
silica and hafnia, resulting in high fluidity of the oxide 
in regions near joints. Second, considerable volume 
expansion occurs during oxidation of the 80Hf-20Ta al-  
loy, and this growth may introduce complicated me- 
chanical loads in riveted joints or  welded regions. In- 
vestigation of these and other fabrication problems is 
planned. 
In the case of the 
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7 1  Z 
MECHANICAL PROPERTY TESTS ON AI203 
AND Si02 
formance l imits of several  materials and types of con- 
6 :  
X r '  5 u . 5  
1- 
3 =I- 
2 ,  
1 ON 
In the APL radome limitation program the per -  
4 :; struction a r e  being evaluated for use in high-speed 
radomes. Two of the materials under consideration 
a r e  alumina (A1 0 ) and fused silica (Si%). Mono- 
lithic a s  well a s  sandwich-walled constructions a r e  be- ", 1 
ing studied. For  the prediction of thermal s t r e s ses  
and strength of such structures, data were required on 
modulus of elasticity (E), modulus of rupture (MOR), 
and thermal expansion (clAT). Experimental tests were Fig. 1 Thermal Expansion of 107" Porous Fused 
run to determine these data for dense S i 9  and porous 
A12 03. 
%! 2 3  
O Z  
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 
TEMPERATURE (OF)  
Silica and 70% Porous Alumina. (90676) 
SUMMARY 
Alumina (A1 0 ) sandwich construction consisting 
of thin, dense face sheets and porous, homogeneous 
cores a s  well a s  monolithic-walled, fused silica (Si0 ) 
a r e  currently being evaluated a s  part of the APL 
radome limitation program. 
experimental tests were r u n  at  APL on three fused- 
silica and four alumina specimens to determine the 
room temperature modulus of elasticity and modulus 
of rupture. Measurements of the thermal expansions 
of these materials were made for APL by General 
Electric /Baltimore. 
Values of E and MOR derived from the APL tests 
a r e  summarized in Table I. 
data obtained from the GE tests a r e  presented in  Figs. 
1 and 2. 
g ross  observations have been made. 
2 3  
2 
In support of this effort, 
The thermal expansion 
Based upon the limited amount of test data, some 
1. The porous A1 0 had a modulus of elasticity about 
2 3  
sixand-one-half times grea te r  and a modulus of 
rupture about one-and-one-half times grea te r  than 
those reported in Ref. 1 for a three-point loaded 
specimen. 
l a r  to those reported in Refs. 1 and 2 for nonpor- 
o u s  A1 0 
The thermal expansion values a r e  simi- 
2 3 '  
2 
2 .  The S i0  modulus of elasticity and modulus of r u p -  
ture values a r e  less  than half those reported in 
Ref. 2, and the thermal expansion is  about 25 to  
30% grea te r  than the values reported in Ref. 2 for  
nonporous fused silica. 
The results of this testing (reported in Ref. 3)  have 
been used in the APL studies relating to the compari- 
son of theoretical thermal s t r e s ses  with experimentally 
determined thermal stresses.  
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Fig. 2 Mean Thermal Coefficient of Expansion 
(from 122" to 1800°F.) (90677) 
P 
APPLIED LOAD 
LOADING P8 ++, POINTS 
P/2 P 2  
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES 
Fig. 3 Schematic Illustrating Loading on Test Specimen. 
(90678) 
FUTURE PLANS 
Two A1 0 sandwich cylinders have been ordered 2 3  
and w i l l  be subjected to experimental thermal s t r e s s  
9 .  
UNCLASSIFIED 
Table I 
Sumrnarv of Leadinq Edqe Materials Tests 
A1203 No. 3 1.20 I 
A1203No. 4 1.20 
A1203 No. 51 1.26 
S i 9  NO. 1 1.93 
0:- -hT^ 0 1 nn 
"'y -'". I 
SiQ NO. 3 I 1.96 L I 
. -  
Width I Thickness I E 
0.505 
0.503 
0.504 
0.480 
G .  45s 
0.485 
0.245 
0.250 
0.256 
0.250 
0.245 
0.255 
1.90 
1.86 
1.99 
3.50 
3.69  
- 
MOR 
:psi) 
1290 
1015 
1295 
1500 
3500 
3480 
2540 
-
- 
evaluation. 
have been tested specimens w i l l  be cut from the core 
material  and mechanical property tests will be con- 
ducted. 
It is anticipated that after these cylinders 
BACKGROUND 
Theories for analyzing thermal s t resses  in ceramic 
sandwich structures have been developed (Refs. 4 and 5), 
and experimental thermal strain data have been obtained 
on an alumina sandwich frustum of finite length (Ref. 6). 
A correlation between the theoretical and experimentally 
determined thermal s t resses  has been made, using the 
material  property reported herein; the findings of the 
correlation study a r e  reported in Ref. '7. 
DISCUSSION 
The MOR and QAT data were obtained by conven- 
tional testing techniques. For the E determination, de- 
flection measurements were taken during the MOR 
tests, and E was derived from these data. Sonic testing 
is the more conventional method for determining E for 
brittle materials. 
tation and procedure used for obtaining E in the APL 
tests  was satisfactory, a metal bar  of known E was 
tested and the results obtained were exceptionally good. 
In the MOR tests a conventional four point loading fix- 
ture was used. A schematic illustrating the loading on 
the test  specimens is shown in Fig. 3. 
means of the dead weight system. Loading w a s  in in- 
crements of 1 pound, and the average failing load w a s  
about 2 0  pounds. 
higher breaking loads, the loading for these tests was 
applied in increments of about 10 pounds by a Baldwin 
hydraulic testing machine. 
was about 50 pounds. Deflections of the specimen were 
taken a t  the specimen mid-span and at the specimen 
support points; the difference between the readings was 
used in the computation of E. 
puted from the load required for failure. 
To gain assurance that the instrumen- 
For the A1203 tests the loading was applied by 
Since the Si% material required 
The average breaking load 
The MOR value was com- 
UNCLASSI FlED 
F o r  a beam supported and loaded a s  illustrated, 
the modulus of elasticity, E, can be expressed by 
2.68 
3 6  I bt - 
P 
E =- 
where 
b = width of specimen (inches) 
t = thickness of specimen (inches) 
6 = mid-span deflection (inches) 
p = applied load (pounds) 
F rom a plot of the test  data the slope (6 /p) of the mid- 
span deflection-load curve was determined for use in 
the computation of E. 
the geometry tested and can be expressed by 
The MOR strenEth i n  readi ly  r l ~ r i ~ e r l  fer 2 he011: =f 
Pmax 
bt2 
MOR = 1.875-, 
where p = total applied load at  failure, including 
t a re  in pounds. Values of E and MOR derived from 
the test  data have been presented in Table I. 
The thermal expansion tests were conducted on 
specimens 0.25 by 0.25 by 2.56 inches long. 
specimen of S i 9  and one of A1203 were tested by GE / 
Baltimore using a standard technique of recording the 
change in length of a specimen bar  with a mechanical 
displacement amplifier and a pen recorder.  The data 
from these tests have been presented in Figs. 1 and 2. 
material  supplied from Georgia Institute of Technology 
and had an average density of 1.96 grams /cc (about 
10% porous). The alumina specimens were cut from 
the porous core of a sandwich frustum supplied by the 
Brunswick Corporation, Marion, Virginia and had an 
average density of 1.23 g rams /cc  (about 70% porous). 
max 
One 
The slip-cast fused-silica specimens were cut from 
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THERMAL STRESSES IN SANDWICH 
SHELLS 
A s  par t  of the missile radome limitations study, 
the use of sandwich-constructed ceramic  shells is being 
investigated. 
over  monolithic construction with respect to weight; 
however, it is suspected that the reduced thermal  con- 
ductivity of the porous core  may create  la rge  radial  
temperature  gradients, resulting in high thermal  
s t r c s ses .  
been completed, and this theory will be used to  study 
the environmental l imits of sandwich constructed mis-  
si le radomes and to  select the most appropriate dimen- 
sions of the sandwich layers  in order  to  satisfy the elec- 
t r ical  and thermal  requirements of a particular flight 
mission. 
Sandwich shells have an obvious advantage 
Analytical formulation of these s t r e s s e s  has 
SUMMARY 
The experimental resul ts  of the thermal  s t r e s s  
t e s t s  on the alumina sandwich cone (Ref. 1) have been 
used to develop theoretical values of the internal tem- 
perature  distribution and thermal  s t r e s s .  Some of the 
details  of the test  specimen, wMch failed because of a 
local hot spot causing thermal  shock, a r e  shown in 
Fig. 1. 
s t ra in  gages and thermocouples that were used to meas- 
u r e  s t ra ins  on the inside surface and temperatures  on 
both surfaces. 
Using the measured external temperature  history 
(Ref. 1 )  a s  a forcer,  theoretical predictions were made 
of temperature  distributions through the specimen wall 
(Ref. 2).  Since thermal  conductivity of the core  mate- 
r i a l  (k ) was an unknown, a parametr ic  study w a s  per- 
formed where k was assumed to be proportional to the 
thermal  conductivity of the skin (k ). The inside sur- 
face temperature  histories compared with the experi- 
mental r e su l t s  a r e  shown in Fig. 2. Even though these 
resul ts  did not agree exactly with experiment, the tem- 
peratures  obtained for  the case  of k 
sidered adequate for the s t r e s s  analyses. 
Using the temperature distributions through the 
wall as input, thermal  s t r e s s e s  were determined by 
available co mpu t e r  programs . 
concentric thick-walled cylinder theory of Ref. 3 was used 
with the thermal  analysis program to compute s t r e s s  
histories on the inside surface. Peak s t r e s s e s  (shown 
in Table I) occurred at 1 2  seconds (which agreed with 
experiment) so the temperature  distribution at this 
t ime was chosen to be  used in more  accurate analyses. 
sandwich cylinder program of Ref. 4 were used. The 
AT’CO shell program accounts for  the conical shape of 
the test  specimen and the longitudinal variations in 
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
Shown on the specimen a r e  a number of the 
= 3.48 k were con- 
The infinit e - leng t h 
Both the AVCO shell  program and the finite-length, 
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Fig. 1 Fai lure of Alumina Sandwich She l l  Caused 
by Thermal Shock. (90679)  
Table I 
Summary of Experimental and Analyt ical  Stress Results 
I Infinite Length AVCO Shell I Finite Length 
S t ress  Experimental Cylinder Theory I Theory I Cylinder Theory Inside Surface 
temperature, but does not include the effects of t rans-  
verse  shear  and radial  compliance of the core. The 
finite length, sandwich cylinder program accounts for 
t ransverse  shearing and radial  core  compliance, but 
does not include the effects of the small  longitudinal 
variations in temperature, and in  this case  simplifies 
the geometry by assuming that the mid-station s t r e s s e s  
of the cone a r e  s imilar  to those of a cylinder of equal 
radius.  The maximum, inside surface s t r e s s e s  a t  the 
mid-station a r e  shown in Table I. It may be seen that 
the analytical predictions a r e  some 70 to 80% grea ter  
than the experimental values. 
The  experimental procedures were verified, and 
tes t  specimens were cut f rom the failed cone to meas- 
u r e  the material properties of the core  (Ref. 5). Sev- 
eral possible explanations for the difference between 
theory and experiment were advanced in Ref. 6. Basi- 
cally, they assume that either the mater ia l  is behaving 
in a manner which is not accounted for in the instanta- 
neous-elastic theories,  o r  the experimental sensors  
are providing incorrect o r  insufficient data. The most  
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Fig. 2 
promising explanation assumes  that the temperature of 
the inside surface strain gage element was hotter than 
the adjacent thermocouple indicated. There a r e  indica- 
tions that a difference of about 10°F may have existed, 
and this would have the effect of raising the experimen- 
tal  s t r e s ses  by 40%. 
FUTURE PLANS 
An attempt to resolve the noted difference between 
experimental measurements and analytical predictions 
w i l l  be made by conducting an additional thermal s t r e s s  
test  using an  alumina sandwich cylinder. The proce- 
dure  w i l l  be planned to minimize the a reas  of uncertain- 
ty in the temperature and s t ra in  sensors. After the dif- 
ferences between theory and experiment a r e  understood, 
the radome limitations program w i l l  proceed with the 
optimization of the dimensions of sandwich radomes. 
DISCUSSION 
Thermal calculations were made to predict tem- 
peratures ac ross  the wall of the alumina A-sandwich 
specimen shown in Fig. 1. The experimental measure- 
ments made at the mid p i n t  along the wall were used 
for  comparison. On Fig. 2 is shown the external s u r -  
face temperature history assumed for  the analysis. 
With this temperature a s  a n  input, transient temperature 
distributions through the sandwich w a l l  were computed 
using the assumptions listed in Ref. 2. The thermal 
conductivity of the core w a s  unlmown so it w a s  used a s  a 
parameter, and temperatures were calculated for k s of 
100, 15, 6. 74, 4.78, and 3.48% ks. A s  may be seen in 
Fig. 2, the inside temperatures computed for k = 4. 78 
and 3.4870 k l ie  on opposite sides of the experimental 
values. Thus, further refinement of the conductivity was 
not justified. The temperature for k 
seconds was used in computing s t r e s ses  by the AVCO 
shell and the finite cylinder theories. 
Neither of the analytical formulations that were used 
to compute s t r e s ses  is exactly cor rec t  for the problem: , 
however, each has been tested against problems whose 
exact solutions a r e  known, and excellent agreement has 
been obtained. 
concentric thick-walled cylinder theory agree  with each 
other within lo%, i t  is felt that either is appropriate for 
use with the alumina shell problem provided that the 
material  behaves as assumed. 
Reference 6 explores the possibility of the material  
deforming in an inelastic manner (i. e., crushing, slip- 
ping, and yielding). The conclusion is that this type of 
behavior would not explain such la rge  differences a s  
yl-llll iii Tdulc i Iur ine ievei of s t r e s ses  involved, but 
i t  may well be  an  important factor in tests to higher 
s t r e s s  levels. Also considered w a s  the possibility of a 
time lag in the material  response to temperature changes. 
This would have the desirable effect of reducing thermal 
s t resses .  However, a much more detailed experimental 
program would be required to verify the existence of 
such behavior. 
thermal strains of radomes in wind-tunnel tests,  there 
has been a problem of heating the gage element by con- 
vection. To avoid this, the alumina shell was packed in- 
side with fiberglas insulation, and the ends were closed 
with a transite sheet. A s  there was no pressurized a i r  
flow involved, it was felt that internal heating would not 
occur during the short test  times. There a r e  some indi- 
cations, however, that the gage elements may have been 
hotter than the surface material. The difference, esti-  
mated by a rather indirect method, is approximately 
10°F. When this temperature increment is used in the 
biaxial thermal strain equations (Ref. l ) ,  thelevel of 
s t resses  increases approximately 40%. Therefore the 
experimentally determined s t r e s ses  a re  very sensitive 
to temperature, and every effort, will be made to  elim- 
inate these differences in future tests.  Also any small  
difference that may exist will be measured more c a r e -  
= 3.48% ks at  12 
Since the results of both the shell and 
"I.,.-. 
In previous work  with strain gages used to measure 
fully. 
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HYPERSONIC LEADING EDGE 
STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS 
The need for sharp  leading edges t o  operate a t  high 
temperatures  i s  one of the more  cri t ical  problems in the 
development of hypersonic vehicles fo r  steady cruise  in 
the atmosphere. 
factors of aerodynamic heating a r e  being defined and 
mater ia ls  and s t ructures  a r e  being evaluated for service 
In this project, the environmental 
in the environment. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Solely on the basis  of strength and oxidation charac - 
t e r i s t i c s  of available refractory materials, it appears 
reasonable to  expect that sharp leading edges can be 
made fo r  service up t o  about 4000°F (Refs. 1 and 2). 
However, a variety of aerodynamic environmental fac - 
t o r s  influence the actual feasibility of such performance. 
Some of these factors a r e  summarized on Fig.  1 along 
with a sketch of the hypothetical wedge-shaped leading 
edge to  which they apply. 
curve that is imposed by a n  analytical restriction that 
the stagnation point will not be permitted to  exceed 
3900°F. The remaining curves show aerodynamic and 
s t ructural  variables that will exist in flight on this ve- 
locity l imit  curve. Considered in order  of importance 
(from the point of view of mater ia l  capabilities), these 
factors a r e  as follows: 
The upper curve of the figure shows a velocity limit 
1. Recovery pressurc behind the bow shock reaches 
860 psi at sea  level. 
dation environment for  which little or  no data are  
available on candidate materials. 
Aerodynamic shear  forces of up t o  60 psi  will occur 
on wedges aft of the cylindrical tip. Shear forces 
up t o  five t imes la rger  than this would be expected 
on the tip. This  factor will represent a severe e ro-  
sion problem to  mater ia ls  that achieve oxidation r e  - 
sistance through the formation of adherent oxide 
f i lms on the surface.  
Rending s t r e s s e s  within the material due to  non- 
symmetr ical  loads result ing from an angle of attack 
of 3" reach 7200 psi  a t  sea level. 
tion of the wedge could occur at this s t r e s s  and 
temperature: this would be expected to influence 
the permissible maneuverability of a vehicle. 
This represents  a severe oxi- 
2 .  
3 .  
Creep deforma- 
2 4. Cold wall heat fluxes of about 7000 Btu/ft s e c  w i l l  
exist  a t  sea level. In a simplified sense, this  ex- 
t reme value can be taken a s  a sure  indication that 
the stagnation point will quickly r i s e  to temperature 
values very close to recovery temperature. Emis- 
sivity, heat capacity, and thermal  conductivity of 
mater ia ls  a r e  therefore only of secondary concern. 
5. Thermal  gradients will exist a s  a function of dis- 
tance f rom the stagnation point because of decreased 
heat t ransfer .  This  factor has not yet been analyzed 
and i s  not described on this figure. It may present 
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Pyrometers went off scale 
problems in the use of some of the more oxidation- 
resistant materials because of their  brittleness. 
shows that excessive temperature caused melting of the 
coating. Models of this type performed well a t  temper- 
a tures  up to 3900°F but failed catastrophically a t  about 
4000°F. 
Models 1 2  and 13 were both made of ATJ graphite 
with a coating of 80% hafnium-20% tantalum alloy. Model 
1 2  shows essentially no damage af ter  tes t  a t  3500°F while 
model 13 shows the result 01 melting of the coating when 
the t ip  exceeded 4000°F. 
in Ref. 2.  
A more detailed discussion of the work is available 
A family of wedge models was tested in the PRL a r c  
heater in a sonic orifice f ree  jet, and a preliminary re- 
port (Ref. 3)  described several  materials which perform 
ed well. Subsequently, the flow field in the jet and tem- 
perature data taken on the models have been examined 
(Ref. 2). The aerodynamic simulations achieved in the 
tes t s  have been determined and are reported in Table I. 
Also, each of the materials tested is described briefly 
and i ts  performance is documented. 
standard-speed motion pictures were taken during each 
test, and the la rge  amount of film footage has been edit- 
ed into an 8-minute, 16-mm color film which describes 
the behavior of the various materials. 
is useful in describing the materials properties that a r e  
important in withstanding the environment. Numbers on 
the figure are those of the model descriptions on Table I. 
Model 3 was a brittle material, a hafnium carbide- 
graphite composite, that has good oxidation and erosion 
resistance but failed owing t o  thermal s t ress .  
Model 4 was made of fused silica having a small  
amount of chromium oxide added t o  increase i t s  emissiv- 
ity. Plastic flow of the t ip  caused by the pressure  and 
shear forces in the stagnation point is clearly evident. 
Model 5 was fused silica with 20% by volume of 
tungsten powdcr added to increase the viscosity over that 
of ordinary silica a t  elevated temperatures.  
High-speed and 
Figure  2 shows some of the models after test: this 
FUTURE PLANS 
Work on an analytical program aimed at defining the 
temperatures and thermal gradients in wedges as a func- 
tion of altitude, velocity, wedge angle, leading edge 
radius, and angle of attack has been started. The re -  
sul ts  of this  will be used in defining the structures and 
material  problems in composite design of leading edges. 
An investigation is a l so  being made of tes t  methods and 
facility modifications that might be used to  produce 
suitable flow fields for  testing composite wedge s t ruc-  
tures,  ra ther  than just the stagnation region as was the 
case in the present tes ts .  
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MIXING DEVICES FOR DELAYING 
SEPARATION 
Separated flows often occur despite the most care-  
f u l  efforts of a designer to prevent detachment of the 
flow from a wall ,  such as  may take place ahead of a 
deflected control surface, on the ramp of a diffuser 
inlet, ahead of a flared-skirt stabilizer, or  even in an 
over-expanded nozzle. It has been found possible, in 
many subsonic separated-flow situations, to res tore  
f u l l  efficacy of the aerodynamic component affected by 
the flow separation by the expedient of installing turbu- 
la tors  (or  flow-mixers, of one sor t  o r  another) in order 
to even out the energy levels of the various s t ra ta  of 
a i r  that a r e  impinging on the aerodynamic component 
in question. Since practically no information is avail- 
able at supersonic speeds concerning the effectiveness 
of mixing devices in bringing about improvement in the 
debilitated air that otherwise would be the consequence 
of flow separation, the gathering together of practical 
design data on such devices is likely to pay off in very 
profitable ways, inasmuch a s  an already completed 
basic design that is giving substandard performance 
can be salvaged, in many instances, merely by the 
addition of such turbulator fixes. 
SUM MARY 
The University of Texas is investigating in the 6 -  
by 7-inch high-speed wind tunnel, a t  Mach 5 ,  several 
facets of separation phenomena and ways to combat the 
deterioration in aerodynamic performance resulting 
from such unwanted flow detachments. 
Initial tes ts  have been carr ied out on vane-type 
mixing devices to determine their drag. These units 
have been installed, individually, on the moving-ele- 
ment patch of the commonly used skin-friction gage, 
the surface of which is aligned with the surface of a 
flat plate in which the assembly is mounted. The tun- 
nel setup is shown in Fig. 1; three typical turbulator 
vanes a r e  se t  out for display, but only one a t  a time is 
fastened to the circular  disk, which is the moving ele- 
ment of the skin-friction gage. The summary of drag 
data versus  aspect ratio, obtained with 24  configura- 
tions, a l l  a t  5" angle of attack, is presented in Figs. 2 
(for rectangular models) and 3 (for delta-wing shapes); 
the raked-tip type of vane also has been tested. It 
should be noted that the boundary layer  i s  1 /4-inch 
thick a t  the test location, while the vanes protrude out 
f rom the plate by 1 /4 inch o r  1 / Z  inch; thus, opportu- 
nity is afforded through vortex action for the high- 
energy outboard flow to be entrained into the inner, 
boundary-layer a i r  with the resul t  that the energy pro- 
f i le  becomes more equalized, even close to the wall. 
Although these models constitute familiar wing 
planlorms, no pertinent data (theoretical o r  experimen- 
ta l )  a r e  available concerning such shapes operating 
within the boundary layer (o r  almost wholly within it), 
a s  in the present case. The surprising anomaly is 
made evident by these plots that the vanes that extend 
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Fig .  2 
out far ther  into the non-debilitated flow have smaller  
drag coefficients, for a fixed aspect ratio. When two 
vanes with fixed chord are compared, however, the 
longer span model has a slightly higher drag  coefficient. 
If the leading edge drag is the overwhelming contributor 
to the total drag, these t rends become undersbndable. 
FUTURE PLANS 
The next scheduled tes ts  w i l l  repeat the previous 
runs,  with increase in the angle of attack to 10' and 
, , '. 
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15". 
energy equalizers will be assessed by measuring the 
energy produced at  a downstream location. 
acterist ic of turbulators may be evaluated by using 
another moving-element skin-friction gage installed 
downstream of the turbulator. If the down-steam skin 
friction is increased substantially over the amount oc- 
curring when the turbulator is not present, the indica- 
tion would be strong that this particular turbulator is 
effective in bringing high-energy s t ra ta  of a i r  in close 
to the constraining wall. Eventually those designs that 
have both good equalizer action on the boundary-layer 
energy profile, and which at the same time do not pro- 
duce prohibitively high drag, will be  tested in a design 
situation: i. e., in front of a ramp that would normally 
cause separation to take place, i f  i t  were not for the 
presence of the turbulator (or patterned rows of them). 
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION 
Then the effectiveness of these turbulators a s  
This char- 
In subsonic flows it has been found advantageous 
to place turbulators ahead of potential trouble spots in 
o rde r  to prevent separation from taking place in front 
of convexly sloping surfaces, as a r e  prescribed, for 
instance, as integral features of nose inlet ramps, de- 
flected aerodynamic flap-controls, stabilizing flared 
skirts,  side airscoops, etc. Such devices, however, 
have received practically no attention for use a t  super- 
sonic speeds. 
ing devices a t  supersonic speeds for improvement in  
energy equalization and flow-separation suppression 
perhaps stems from the possible deleteriously high 
associated drag. It appears to be well worthwhile. then. 
The reluctance to make use of such mix- 
University of Texas has begun a theoretical and experi- 
mental program aimed at finding out what the relative 
cost (in t e rms  of drag) w i l l  be to prevent flow separa- 
tion by use of effective mixing devices (the effective- 
ness of the flow-energizers also has to be assessed).  
In previous work it was learned how to producc separa-  
tion. of a controlled degree, ahead of a compression 
corner  (see Ref. 1). 
turbulators in the form of miniature vanes a r e  mounted 
on a flat plate for measurement of their drag in the 
presence of a sizeable boundary layer. 
ness  of the boundary layer is about 114-inch at  the test  
station (at the Mach 5 speed of the selected wind tunnel 
nozzle) the heights of the mixing devices being tried 
a r e  taken to be of comparable extend (i. e., 1 /4 inch to 
112 inch). The height needs to be slightly grea te r  than 
the boundary layer, it is reasoned, because i t  is en- 
visioned that most of the desirable mixing action comes 
about through vortex shedding from the out~r P ~ ~ P C  nf 
the models. These trailing vortices, shed from the 
t ips of the vanes under examinatioqare expected to act  
in such a way a s  to entrain high-energy external-stream 
air ,  directing it inward towards the wall ,  so a s  to even 
out the energy profile in an a r e a  close to the wal l ,  which 
would otherwise be a debilitated region of boundary lay- 
er .  
drag a r e  of the miniature airplane-wing type, because 
s imi la r  shapes were used successfully a t  subsonic 
speeds. The shapes fall into three categories: rectan- 
gular panels, delta vanes, and raked-tip wing planforms. 
The pertinent drag-coefficient versus aspect-ratio r e -  
sults a r e  presented in Figs. 2 and 3. 
perimental work in order to t ry  to organize and to de- 
r ive  better understanding from the observed results. 
The theory is based on an idealization to a single, con- 
centrated vortex, trailing back from the outboard tip of 
the vane. Ordinary wing-theory is not applicable, of 
course, because the miniature wings a r e  imbedded in a 
varying energy profile of boundary-layer air. 
It is anticipated that mixing devices other than flat- 
plate vanes w i l l  b e  tested la ter  on, although in the next 
immediate scheduled part of the testing program it  is 
planned merely to obtain more drag measurements of 
the same wing-shapes, but a t  higher angles of attack 
(up to 15"). 
expected that tes ts  will be  made to determine the mixing 
effectiveness of each configuration. 
ing mixing effectiveness, roughly, is to install another 
moving-element skin-friction gage downstream of the 
turbulator, and to determine how much the skin-friction 
is increased over what would have been t rue  without the 
forward-placed turbulator in operation. A more accu- 
r a t e  measurement of effectiveness in energy equaliza- 
tion would be provided by a detailed wake survey, made 
throughout the flow downstream of the turbulator. Such 
a survey, however, requires painstaking c a r e  and a 
la rge  expenditure of tunnel running time. Thus, such 
elaborate techniques w i l l  be avoided i f  the simpler skin- 
friction measurements turn out to se rve  adequately to 
distinguish levels of turbulator effectiveness. 
pend on actual installations of promising candidate tur- 
bulators ahead of a compression corner, to prove under 
design conditions that separation is prevented, to a l l  
intents and purposes, a t  a not-too-great cost in extra 
drag. 
The program has progressed now to the state where 
Since the thick- 
The f i rs t  models of mixing devices being tested for 
An analytic effort is being carried along with the ex- 
Following completion of the drag tests it is 
One way of measur- 
The f i n a l  proof of optimum configurations w i l l  de- 
to find out precisely what may b e  the penalty that wi l l  
have to be paid for reaping the benefits that could be REFERENCE realized when such mixers a r e  installed at  strategic loca- - 
tions ahead of affected aerodynamic appendages. The 1. W. B. Gillette, Separation Measurements of Super- 
sonic Turbulent Boundary Layers over Compres- 
U NCLASSI FI ED 
sion Corners,  University of Texas, Defense Re-  
search  Laboratory, Report DRL-543. Approved 
and reissued a s  APL/JHU CR-26, 21 July 1966. I 11/13 
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SPHERICAL FOCUSED BLAST DEVICE 
Focused blast is a promising concept for future 
antiaircraft  missile warheads. It provides a means of 
concentrating the explosive energy in a beam that, by 
some means, can be aimed at  a target. A sphere of 
explosive would be an  ideal geometry if, by proper ini- 
tiation, i t  could be made to focus i ts  explosion products. 
Because of i ts  symmetry, the blast could be aimed by 
electronically selecting the initiation points. Thus, the 
difficult t ask  of mechanically aiming the warhead would 
be eliminated. 
SUMMARY 
small  (2 -inch-diameter) sphere of Composition C-4 to 
prove the concept. 
points (arranged as shown in Fig. 1) by lengths of Deta- 
cord cut to produce the proper delays. 
were performed to develop a suitable initiation system, 
viz.,  one that could reproduce the desired delays a t  all 
points with accuracy grea te r  than 0.10 psec. This was 
accomplished, and one sphere w a s  fired. Fastex pic- 
tures of the test  indicated that focusing w a s  achieved. 
Work was started this quarter to build and f i re  a 
The sphere was initiated at 12 
Several tests 
FUTURE PLANS 
M o r e  2-inch spheres will be fired. For  these tests 
pressure  measurements w i l l  be made both on and off 
axis, and Fastex pictures will be taken of the products 
expanding freely for a t  least  5 feet from the sphere (for 
the one completed test  the products could expand only 
1.5 feet before striking the walls of the confinement box). 
Also, the Beckman and Whitley 189 framing camera wi l l  
be  used to study the initial expansion and to measure i ts  
velocity. 
being considered, and preliminary tests a r e  being 
planned. 
diameter ) spheres. 
An initiating system using electrical detonators is 
This system w i l l  be for la rger  (7. O-inch- 
BACKGROUND 
Focused blast is the t e rm applied to explosions that, 
by method of initiation, shape of explosive charge, or 
method of confinement, a r e  directed in a beam along 
some axis or a r e  uniformly distributed in a plane around 
the explosive device. 
Falcon Research, under subcontract to APL, meas- 
ured the blast parameters around peripherally initiated 
charges of various geometries and compared the r e -  
sults with centrally initiated spheres of the same ex- 
plosive. It was found that devices producing focused 
beams along an axis were more effective than those pro- 
ducing axisymmetric focused blast in a plane. Both 
were more effective than centrally initiated spheres 
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F i g .  1 Arrangement of Initiators in 2-inch-Diameter 
Sphere. (90631) 
(Ref. 1). The focused beam type, i f  applied in a mis- 
s i le  warhead, must be  aimed a t  the target. 
have shown that mechanical aiming is impractical be- 
cause of inertial effects; therefore, aiming by electroni- 
cally selecting initiating points is desirable. A spheri- 
cal charge with several  initiation points on i ts  surface, 
chosen electronically and fired in the proper sequence, 
is an  obvious choice for this type of warhead because of 
i ts  symmetry. 
PROGRESS FOR REPORTING PERIOD 
Studies 
Tes ts  were undertaken to determine the effective- 
ness of selective multi-point initiation of a sphere of ex- 
plosive in producing focused blast. The 2-inch-diameter 
sphere of Composition C-4 w a s  initiated a t  12 points by 
lengths of 0. 190-inch-diameter De tacod  cut to produce 
the proper delays. Figure 1 il lustrates the arrangement 
of initiation points with respect to a fixed coordinate sys- 
tem. The four points lying in the equatorial plane, i .  e . ,  
the x - z  plane, were initiated at t = 0, and the eight points 
d ' . L  
UNCLASSI FlED 
lying in the two parallel planes a t  y = fO. 730-inch were 
initiated a t  t = 1 .  0 p e c .  
lapsing detonation waves would focus the explosion pro- 
ducts in the y direction. 
necessary to determine i f  Detacord was suitable to re- 
experiments using witness block techniques and ultra- 
high-speed photography were performed (Ref. 2). They 
showed that the initiation t imes could be controlled with 
accuracy greater  than 0. 10 psec, which was sufficient. 
It w a s  expected that the col- 
Before the sphere could b e  built and fired, i t  w a s  
7 .  * *  . . I . . I .  L I .  - A : L L  - . r r : . : - - ~  ^ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . .  m -..-..-  r iaury LLLLLLCLLC LUC L-? w i u i  J U L L I L I C I I L  ~ L L U L  aLy. i l c v c i a i  
One sphere was built and fired. Fastex photographs 
of the tes t  showed that focusing w a s  achieved. 
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spot and ambient temperatures, the approximate solu- 
For five selected values of nondimensional hot- 
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January-March  1967 analysis technique to more complex thermal explosion problems. 
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M. H. Friedman 
tion predicts critical hot-spot sizes within 7% of the 
values obtained by exact numerical solutions of the de- 
fining nonlinear partial differential equation (Table 
I). This agreement suggests the applicability of the 
THERMAL EXPLOSION ANALYSES 
Many aspects of the behavior of explosives during 
initiation and propagation can be analyzed by means of 
thermal explosion theory. In most cases the applica- 
tion of this theory leads to one o r  more nonlinear par- 
tial differential equations that can be solved only by 
numerical integration. The objective of the present 
work i s  to develop and apply an algorithm that can be 
used to obtain approximate explicit solutions to thermal 
explosion problems. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The solution for cri t ical  slab hot-spot size is 
shown to exist throughout the range of practical interest. 
By making suitable approximations to this solution, an 
approximate explicit equation for critical size i s  de- 
FUTURE PLANS 
The thermal explosion criterion will next be used 
Both direct 
to predict the time delay when an explosive is initiated 
by an imbedded electrically-heated wire. 
and time-varying current forms will be investigated. 
BACKGROUND 
This work was begun to further the application of 
thermal explosion theory to problems in explosives 
initiation. 
upon which the analysis is  based have been presented 
(Ref. 1) and used (Ref. 2)  to find the critical half-widths 
of slab hot spots. Good agreement with the numerical 
solutions (Ref. 3) for hot-spot half-width was demon- 
strated for selected values of the nondimensional hot- 
spot and ambient temperatures. 
The proposed thermal explosion cr i ter ia  
E (kcob'mol) 
I
Tad MEANINGLESS / NOT EXIST I 
SOLUTION 
EXISTS 
eo = e, 
0 I I I 1 I I I 1 1 
l h ,  
F i g .  1 
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REVIEW OF STUDIES 
The solution for  critical hot-spot half-width is 
given by 
2 
a 2  c r  = eo exp(l/eo)/To, (1) 
where e o  and T O  a r e  the solutions of Eqs. ( 2 )  and (3): 
(Bo - el) erf - + e l = e o  
2- 
A Q 
where a =  d(RQZp/Ek)", e =  RT/E, T = kt/(Cpdl), d 
is hot-spot halfwidth, R is the gas  constant, Q is 
exothermicity, Z is frequency factor, p is density. 
E is activation energy, k is thermal conductivity, T i s  
temperature, t is time, C is  heat capacity; and the 
subscripts cr ,  0, and 1 denote the critical, hot-spot, 
and ambient states, respectively. 
In Ref. 2 a sufficient condition for the existence of 
a solution ( T O ,  €Io) to Eqs. ( 2 )  and (3) was noted. 
ing out the required substitutions, this condition is  met 
within the envelope: 
Car ry-  
where + = e0 /e , .  A s  T i s  normally taken to be room 
temperature, 9 gives the hot-spot temperature directly, . 
independent of E. Figure 1 is a plot of Eq. (4). When 
T 1 
by T 
sented. A s  the condition for the existence of a solution 
i s  only sufficient, solutions may exist outside the indi- 
cated envelope; a case in point is 8 = 0. 20, 8 = 0.075, 
for which a solution was given in Ref. 2. 
It i s  clear that solutions of Eqs. (2) and (3) can be 
found everywhere in the range of practical interest. 
Although Eqs. (2) and (3) reduce the hot-spot prob- 
lem to an algebraic one, the computation of the critical 
parameters must yet be carried out iteratively. 
ever, the algebraic equations can be approximated to 
permit the derivation of a considerably more instructive 
explicit equation for critical hot-spot size. 
Firs t ,  approximate the e r r o r  function in Eq. (2) by 
1 
= 300"K, the coordinates in Fig. 1 can be replaced 
and E, and these physical values a r e  also pre- 0 
0 1 
How- 
(5) 
good for smal l  T. Then Eq. (3) and that obtained by sub- 
stituting (5) into (2) both depend on T through t e rms  of 
the f o r m 7  exp(- 1/47). Over the T-range Of interest 
the major part  of the variation of these t e rms  with T ,  is 
due to the exponential; replace these t e rms  by Tn X 
exp(- 1/4T), where? is an average value of 7 near T o .  
Then Eqs. (2) and (5) yield 
n 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Substituting into Eq. (3),  
2 
(7) 28' (1 - 2 7 )  - e0(2e0 + 1) + eo  = 0. 
Equations (7). (6), and (1) can be combined to give an 
explicit expression for a(e 0' 1 
found by linearizing the square root of the discriminant 
of Eq. (7), to give the approximate solution 
e ; 7). A simpler solution is 
a 
Equations (6) and (1) give 
From Eq. (8), to first  order,  0' = eo. Therefore, sub- 
stitute ea = 8 everywhere in Eq. (9), except in the de- 
nominator of the argument of the logarithm, where Eq. 
(8) must be used. From tGe exact solutions in Table I, 
Ref. 2, a typical value of T when 0 and 8 a r e  within the 
envelope of Fig. 1, is 0.14. Then Eq. (9) becomes 
0 
0 1 
The values of log Cy given by Eq. (10) a r e  presented c r  
in Table I for comparison with the numerical integra- 
tion solution (Ref. 3) and the simultaneous solutions of 
Eqs. (1) through (3). Agreement with the numerical 
solution is good. 
Table I 
Computed Cr i t i ca l  Hot Spot Sizes 
~ ~~ 
log Q c r  
Numerical Integration 6. 18 4. 39 
Eqs. (1)-(3) 6.27 4.52 
Eq. (10) 6.16 4.39 
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EXPLOSIVE PROJECTION OF METAL 
The purposes of the research  program in the ex- 
plosive projection of metal a r e :  (a) to investigate the 
effects of geometrical variations in the shape of an ex- 
plosive device on the direction of projection of the 
parts of the metal casing, and (b) to study the explo- 
sive acceleration of metal and the effect of interposed 
inert l ayers  between the explosive and the metal. 
results w i l l  be directly applicable to the solution of 
problems occurring during the development of guided 
missile warheads. 
In order  to investigate the effects of geometrical 
variations, it i s  necessary first  to develop a system of 
precise projection. The effort to date has been on this 
problem. 
The 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Two tests were performed at the N O L / W O  test 
facility at Stump Neck, Maryland. In the first,  the test  
device consisted of a 60" pie-shaped sector of explosive 
Composition C-4 with a line of thirty 114-inch steel 
cubes along the circular face and the remaining sides 
enclosed in  1/2-inch-thick steel  plates. 
the sector was 7-318 inches. 
by an Engineers Special Detonating Cap. The target 
was a 0.050-inch-thick aluminum plate in a circular 
a r c  10 feet from the tes t  device. 
by stacks of Celotex sheets within which the cubes were 
recovered. 
The cube velocity was recorded as 5300 ft /sec.  
This i s  less  than was expected, probably because of 
lack of adequate confinement of the explosive charge. 
The strike pattern on the target was quite regular, in- 
dicating high precision of projection. Two-thirds of 
the steel  cubes were recovered. Deformation by the 
explosive was relatively minor. Deformation caused 
by target plate impact was large. Impact also caused 
some spalling. 
sector of explosive Composition C-4 with a cylindrical 
face radius of 3-11/16 inches. A mat of 2 0  steel  rods 
1/8-inch square by 4 inches long was placed in  an 118- 
The radius of 
Initiation w a s  at the apex 
The target was backed 
In the second test  the test  device consisted of a 60" 
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY 
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inch-thick steel  plate curved to conform to the cylin- 
drical  face of the explosive. 
sector of explosive were confined with steel  blocks 4 
inches thick. 
was used to provide line initiation of the explosive 
along the apex of the sector. 
sentially the same as  in the previous test except that 
the plate consisted merely of aluminum foil. 
Records of time of flight indicated a rod velocity 
of 9000 ft /sec.  The fragile aluminum foil target sheet 
was destroyed. However, the Fastax film record indi- 
cated that there was a regular strike pattern, although 
the flashes for each rod were not all straight and con- 
tinuous. 
breakup. 
the Celotex is not certain, but it is believed that at 
least  a major fraction occurred in the Celotex. 
Compressive deformation caused by the explosive was 
minor. 
second test was sufficient to approximate a complete 
cylindrical warhead. The hand loading of the plastic 
explosive is a difficult task. Therefore, the homo- 
geneity of the charge may have been poor. This may 
account for any rod breakup that occurred before impact 
on the target. 
The other sides of the 
A Dupont Detasheet line wave generator 
The target layout was e s -  
Recovered rod fragments indicated severe  
Whether this occurred before impact o r  in 
The recovered rods showed no evidence of spalling. 
Deformation caused by the Celotex was greater.  
It i s  concluded that the confinement provided in the 
FUTURE PLANS 
Arrangements will be made to obtain a cast or 
pressed charge of suitable explosive. Better instru- 
mentation will be necessary to record the attitude of 
the rods in flight and rod breakup i f  any. 
DISCUSSION 
The problem remains of obtaining an explosive 
grain of high energy and of very good homogeneity. 
Pressed or  cast charges seem to be the only immediate 
solution t o  the problem. The problem of spalling ap- 
parently does not occur when adequate confinement of 
the explosive charge is provided. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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ADAPTIVE STABILIZATION COMPUTER 
The Adaptive Stabilization Computer program is 
one of research  directed toward development of a com- 
puter for predicting ship motion. 
be optimal in  the sense that it w i l l  tend to minimize the 
variance of the e r ro r  and w i l l  be based upon measure- 
ments of the ship orientation with respect to a stable 
platform. The computer is intended to automatically 
adjust i ts  own parameters in order  to maintain a pre- 
diction a t  an  optimal level under a wide variety of ex- 
ternal conditions. 
The prediction wil l  
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A preliminary analysis of the ship-motion data 
from David Taylor Model Basin (DTMB) shows that 
the autocorrelation function of both the roll and the 
pitch motion can be represented by an exponential 
cosine. 
possible to estimate the y ' s  and the VIS f rom estimates 
of the correlation coefficients of the process. Good 
estimates of these parameters will allow a flexible pre- 
diction capability. 
FUTURE PLANS 
For a random prooess as simple as this i t  is 
The 24 sets  of ship-motion data from DTMB a r e  
currently being fitied to an exponential cosine autocorre- 
lation function. If this simple form is adequate to de- 
scribe ship motion generally, then grea te r  prediction 
capability can be achieved than i f  more general random 
processes had to be provided for. 
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY 
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An optimal or near optimal technique is being in- 
vestigated for the sequential estimate of the correlation 
coefficients of ship-motion random processes. These 
estimates a r e  viewed as prerequisite to the estimation 
of y and v parameters. 
DISCUSSION 
If the correlation coefficient of a discrete random 
process is of the form 
c = 3-ancospn,. n = 0, 1.  2, . . . , n 
then the process can be described as a simple depth-2 
process (6 3 of the form n 
5 ,  = Y l h - 1 +  Y$,-2 + t l l w n - l  + t l p n - 2  ' 
y1 = 2c1, 
where 
y 2  = c2 - 2 c 1  2 
and v and v a r e  found from 1 2 
2 2 
V l  + V 2 2  = 1 - Y 2  4 
Hence from estimates of C 1 
the parameters of the process. 
then be used for prediction. 
and C2, one can estimate 
These parameters can 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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WIDEBAND ARRAY ANTENNA SYSTEM 
Shipborne antenna systems have been studied with 
the view of integrating them into a single wideband unit 
with electronic beam steering. This would save space, 
weight, and cost without sacrificing the overall system 
functions in an unfriendly environment. 
a r r a y  antenna system a t  C-band. 
which is of the digital latching type, has a bandwidth 
well in excess of an  octave. A proper disposition of 
such phase shifters can therefore lead to very wideband 
phased-array antennas. 
A phase shifter has been developed for a phased- 
This phase shifter, 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A 96-element phased a r r a y  was previously con- 
structed and evaluated, demonstrating wideband beam 
steering from 4 to 12 kMc/s. 
diation pattern at some frequencies, believed to be 
caused by the impedance mismatch, w a s  investigated 
using a matching dielectric sheet at each face of the 
phase- shifter matrix. 
dielectric sheet presented a reasonable match, the ra- 
diation patterns were improved. 
Phase shifters assembled in the las t  report  period, 
using material  with a lower magnetic szturation (Trans 
Tech TT1-1000), were tested. Using this materia1,the 
low frequency response w a s  improved by approximately 
500 Mc/s,  permitting operation from 3 to 12 kMc/s. 
Figure 1 il lustrates the broadband differential phase and 
insertion loss characterist ics of this device. The length 
of the 4-bit phase shifter w i l l  have to be  increased by 
approximately 1 2  percent to compensate for the reduced 
differential phase shift caused by lowering the magnetic 
saturation. 
previous report  period, the impedance of a simulated 
infinite a r r a y  of triangularly spaced elements was meas- 
ured for the boresight condition over the entire frequency 
band ( 3  to 1 2  kMc Is ) .  An attempt a t  a wideband imped- 
ance match using a double-step dielectric impedance 
transformer w a s  initiated. Encouraging resul ts  (VSWR 
l e s s  than 2 to 1) were obtained over one octave of the 
frequency band of interest, using an impedance trans- 
former  with dielectric constants c = 12 and c = 2. 
spaced approximately 0. 035 inch from the simulated 
aperture face. 
The distortion of the ra-  
In the frequency band where this 
Using the waveguide simulators constructed in the 
These results a r e  shown in FL!. 2. Methods 
b 
FREQUENCY (kMc/r) 
Fig. 1 Wide Band Phase Shifter 
TT 1-1000 Ferrite D = 3.20 Inches, 
L = 4.850 Inches. (90645) 
FREQUENCY (kMc/S) 
Fig. 2 Reflection Coefficient (VSWR) of Double 
Step Dielectric Transformer 4 = 2, c = 1 2 )  
in  Triangular Array Simulator. (90646) 
full-frequency band a r e  presently being explored, and 
other matching schemes a r e  being investigated. Much 
work in this a r ea  st i l l  remains,  including the investiga- 
tis= of the impedance variation with scan employing the 
various imDedance matchine techniaues. 
L 
of optimizing the double-step transformer to cover the - 
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DIRECT SYNTHESIS OF OPTIMAL LINEAR 
FILTER FROM CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY 
CONCEPTS 
The problem that has been investigated is  that of 
estimating the state of a randomly excited dynamical 
system from noisy measurements having finite dura- 
tion. Starting with the fliener-Hopf equation, Kalman 
and Bucy (Ref. 1 )  obtained the optimal filter in the 
form of a feedback system consisting of a model of the 
dynamical system in conjunction with a time-varying 
gain matrix. 
tion of a matrix Riccati variance equation. 
timal filter being derived by an entirely different 
The gain matrix is  obtained from the solu 
The study described here has resulted in the op- 
U(t)  IF RANDOM 
OR u(t) IF NONRANDOM 
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
method. 
SUMMARY 
The conditional probability p(x(z) of a particular 
state x being present when a measurement sequence z 
of duration T has been made is  maximized with respect 
to the final state x(T) in order  to get the mean that 
yields the minimum-variance unbiased estimate or best 
estimate G(T). This i s  termed the Bayes estimate. Ex 
pressing it in closed loop form gives the optimal filter. 
equations do not arise,  and an explicit expression is ob- 
tained for the gain matrix. 
dom inputs with nonzero means that might not be con- 
venient by the method of Ref. 1 .  
t e r s  in a natural manner into the model of the dynamical 
system in the filter. 
The types of problems treated fall naturally into 
two c lasses :  ( 1 )  random inputs to  dynamical system,and 
(2) nonrandom inputs to dynamical system. 
in the calculus of variations. 
solved explicitly since main interest l ies in the end 
points. The resulting Euler-Lagrange equations a r e  
linear and follow simply from the expression for the 
conditional probability. 
of the transition matrix of this system of equations. 
ordinary calculus and results in a gain matrix expressed 
in t e rms  of the transition matrix of the original system. 
Finally, the same method i s  applied to obtaining the 
maximum-likelihood estimate. This estimate is defined 
a s  the mean of the conditional probability p(z1x). 
The part of the study dealing with Class 2 and the 
maximum likelihood estimate was completed earlier.  
It has been discussed briefly in the Quarterly Report, 
Ref. 2 .  
Ref. 3 .  
A s  a consequence of this approach, the variance 
It i s  possible to treat  ran- 
The mean vector en- 
Class 1 gives r ise  to  a two-point boundary problem 
This d o e s  not need to  be 
The gain matrix is a function 
F o r  Class 2. the maximization can be treated by 
The whole study is described in more detail in 
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Given the nth order  linear dynamical system 
(1) = A(t) x(t) + B(t) u(t), dt 
and the measurement 
z(t) = C(t) x(t) + n(t) 
observed during the interval [o, TI, the problem is to de-  
sign a fi l ter  to give the minimum variance unbiased e s t i -  
mate of the state x(T). Denote this estimate a s  % ( T ) .  
Class 1 :  Input u Random, with Mean and Spectral 
Density Q. 
The equation of the optimal filter is: 
&= A(t) $(t) + G(o, t) [z(t) - C(t) G(t)J + B(t) u(t), 
dt ( 3 )  
and 
M =  B Q B ' ;  - 1  
KO = Mo Po + Ao, 
( ) denotes the inverse, and ( ) '  i s  the transpose. - 1  
- .  
UNCLASSIFIED 
. ? -  
N is  the noise spectral density; P 
matrix of the initial state x 
is the variance 
where 0 is the transition matrix of the 2nth order 
system 
2 - . (A - MICI-' - MA! iu-'),i - (A + M M - I A +  M C ~ ~ V - '  c
-1 + M A ~ M - ~ A ) ~  + M C ~ N  
- (li + M ~ - '  B + M A ~ M - ~ B )  ii - st = 0. (5) 
Class 2 .  Input u Deterministic 
The equation of the optimal filter is: 
Maximum Likelihood Estimate --The equation of the 
maximum likelihood filter is:  
= A(t)  G(t) + G(o, t) [z(t) - C(t) G(t)] + B(t) u(t) , (9) dt 
where 
t 
G(0, t) = [I $ ' (T ,  t) C'(7) N-'(T) C(T) flT, t)dT]-' 
0 
C' (t)  N-' ( t )  , (10) 
and u is either the deterministic input or  equal to  the 
mean u if the input is random. 
notes the maximum likelihood estimate. 
likelihood filter also has the form shown in Fig. 1. 
In Eq. (9), G(T) de- 
The maximum 
FUTURE PLANS 
Since the objectives of this study have been at-  
tained, no further work is  planned at this time. 
BACKGROUND 
By presenting a different viewpoint on the subject, 
this study may assist  in further development and appli- 
cation of the basic theory. This fits into the objective 
of the present se r ies  of studies, which i s  the possible 
application of modern control theory to practical prob- 
lems. 
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- Y' TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION BY 
STEEPEST ASCENT METHOD 
This report  deals with the application of the steep- 
e s t  ascent method to two problems in trajectory optimi- 
zation. 
Ref. 1. 
It is a continuation of the study described in 
SUMMARY 
It is desirable to optimize the fuel-flow rate  s o  
that, using a fixed amount of fuel, a missile will attain 
a given altitude, either (a) in minimum time o r  (b) 
with maximum velocity. 
sults should be similar. In both, the best fuel-flow rate  
decreases from an initial maximum. However, while 
the final flow rate is almost zero for the minimum time 
case, it reaches a constant nonzero level for the maxi- 
mum velocity problem. 
Fig. 1. The corresponding thrust histories and trajec- 
tories a r e  given in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. 
The objective of each program is partly attained by 
the other; i. e . ,  the minimum time is  obtained by in- 
creasing the velocity, and maximizing velocity comes 
from decreasing the time. An undesirable feature of 
the minimum-time case is that the final thrust goes to 
zero. 
would be a better choice in both cases. 
trajectory, i t  w i l l  be noted that the optimal flow rate in 
both problems results in a time decrease of 40 to 50%. 
The two problems a re  complementary, and the r e -  
These results a r e  shown in 
For this reason the maximum-velocity program 
When compared with the constant-flow-rate nominal 
Reference 2 gives further details of this study. 
FUTURE PLANS 
The steepest-ascent method w i l l  be compared with 
other methods for trajectory optimization. 
DISCUSSION 
The missile equations of motion in two dimensions 
a r e  
N 
m m 
T-D 
+=o C O S C I - -  s i n a - g s i n y ,  
1;= v s i n y  , (3) 
x =  v c o s y  I (4) 
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Fig. 1 Fuel Flow Rate for Optimal Trajectories. (90607)  
t (seconds) 
Fig. 2 Thrust History. (90608)  
where 
thrust  T = (C+A(h)[-(M-n/I(h)) / 2 o  (h)]).; P -pa(h) Aexit. 2 2  
The other symbols a r e  defined in Ref. 1. 
The angle of attack Q! is maintained constant at 4"  
throughout. 
into account in  the form of a constraint on the final 
missile mass,  m. 
From arb i t ra ry  initial conditions (V = 1500 ft /sec,  
y = 30", h = 2000 feet, x = 0, m = 186 slug), a nominal 
trajectory is generated by integrating the system equa- 
tions numerically with constant fuel-flow rate  (k = 80 
lblsec).  The stopping point (t = tf ,  occurs at a certain 
altitude (h = 50, 000 feet). f 
i n e  fixed amount of availayie fuel is taken 
P 
UNCLASSIFIED 
I .. I 
The adjoint equations a re  obtained by taking partial 
derivatives of Eqs. (1) through (5) with respect to V, Y ,  
h, x, and m. The coefficients of the adjoint equations 
a r e  stored during the forward integration. 
final conditions, these equations a r e  integrated back- 
wards from t = t to t = 0. f compute the change in fuel flow rate  that w i l l  bring the 
final value of missile mass  closer to the required final 
value. 
From known 
The solutions a r e  used to 
Using this new flow rate  program, 
a second forward trajectory is generated. The process 
is repeated until the terminal constraint i s  satisfied, and 
no siznificant improvement i n  final time or, alterna- 
tively, in final velocity i s  obtained between successive 
trajectories. 
The motivation for using a fixed amount of fuel 
ra ther  than a s  little fuel a s  possible i s  that there might 
be a weight penalty involved in carrying along unburnt 
fuel to the next stage. 
Figure 2 shows that the optimal trajectories a r e  
steeper than the nominal and end with a flight path angle 
of slightly more than 45". If the next stage were ballis- 
tic, the combination of increased velocity and 45" angle 
would give a marked increase in range a s  compared with 
the nominal. 
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SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION (ANALYSIS) 
Analytical techniques a r e  being developed to deter- 
mine the expected performance of a supersonic com- 
bustion ramjet,  and to ass is t  in the general understand- 
ing of the supersonic combustion process. In this work 
the performance characterist ics of two types of flow 
models, both using the combustion process to ass is t  in 
the engine compression, a r e  compared. Both methods 
a r e  shown to partially relieve the geometric con- 
straints of a fixed-geometry engine required to operate 
a t  different flight Mach numbers. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The two models used in this analysis a r e  shown in 
Fig. 1. The two-stream, staged-combustion model 
(Fig.  l a )  i s  identical to  the model for small  secondary 
flow discussed in detail in Ref. 1. The "primary" air 
in streamtube I is compressed from free -stream condi- 
tions, 0 ,  to  conditions at  the end of the inlet d; heat is 
added in region d t o  4, and the stream is expanded from 
4 to  6 .  In streamtube I1 (secondary) the compression 
from 0' t o  d '  i s  accomplished via the combustion in 
streamtube I; combustion in region d '  to 4' of s t r eam-  
tube I1 is  followed by expansion from 4' t o  6 ' .  In the 
combustion-shock model (Fig. lb), air i s  compressed 
in the inlet f rom o to  d; fuel injected at d creates an 
oblique compression, which is maintained by the injec- 
tion separation and subsequent heat release. Combus- 
tion proceeds a t  either constant o r  decaying pressure 
and is followed by expansion in region 4 to 6. In both 
models the kinetic energy efficiency of the compression 
process decreases  with increasing diffusion. 
Sure qo of 5000 lblft a r e  shown in Fig. 2 .  
for the two-steam model is for the optimum ratio of 
the mass flow in streamtube I to that in streamtube 11, 
which varies from 2 2  to 36 percent for the range of 
contraction ratios shown. The curve for the combustor- 
shock model likewise is the result  of an optimization. 
Each point represents the optimum-strength shock in 
combination with the best combustion process. The two 
curves are compared with the one-stream case  with 
shock in the combustor but an optimized one-dimensional 
heat-addition process. All  curves a r e  terminated at  a 
total compression static-pressure ratio of- 100 [Md = 
1.41. 
model is better than the combustor-shock model a t  con- 
traction ratios grea te r  than 0. 15. 
Fig. 3 .  Sets of curves (solid) for equilibrium and 
(dashed) for frozen nozzle expansions a r e  shown. 
ferences between the combustor-shock model (B, A')  
and two-stream model (C, Cl) a r e  less  because it i s  
necessary to  have a l e s s  optimized heat addition process 
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Typical resul ts  a t  an  Mo of 5. 0 and a dynamic pres- 
2 The curve 
With this realist ic constraint the two-stream 
2 
Results for M = 10, qo = 5000 lb/ft  a r e  shown in 
Dif- 
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STREAMTUBEJ I * COMBUSTION EXPANSION 
b STATION d 4, d' 4' 6 
( 0 )  TWO-STREAM STAGED-COMBUSTION MODEL 
_ - _ _ _  
o STATION 
(b) ONE-STREAM COMBUSTION-SHOCK MODEL 
Fig .  1 Models for Thermal Compression Analysis,  (90619) 
I Y I I 
2200b.06 0.14 0.22 0.30 0.38 0.46 
A d t A '  
MINIMUM CONTRACTION RATIO;, OR Ad/Ao 
A, A0 
F i g .  2 Comparison o f  Thermal Compression Models on 
Scramjet  Performance at  M a c h  5. (90620) 
in the latter case.  These sets  of curves should be com- 
pared with the optimum one-stream, no-thermal-com- 
pression case (A,  A ' ) .  Curve A is a constant-area 
process; curve A '  i s  constant-area for A / A  > 0.042 
and is close to constant-pressure at lower A /A d 0' 
limit the minimum A /A to 0. 12. For equilibrium flow 
a t  Mo = 10, the combustor-shock model results in a 
gain of 10.5 percent in Tf. and the two-stream model 
in  a gain of 10. 7 percent compared to one s t ream with 
no thermal compression. 
FUTURE PLANS 
d o  
Starting considerations for a typical ramjet might 
d o  
Similar calculations w i l l  be made at  different flight 
conditions and equivalence ratios (ER) and for various 
component efficiencies to test  the sensitivity of the r e -  
sults to these effects. Available experimental data w i l l  
UNCLASSIFIED 
EQUILIBRIUM NOZZLE FLOW --- FROZEN NOZZLE FLOW 
I 
0.06 0.10 0.14 0.18 0 1000 0.02 
Ad + A,' 
A, + A,, 
MINIMUM CONTRACTION RATIO - OR Ad/A, 
! 
Fig. 3 Comparison of Thermal Compression Models on 
Scramjet Performance at Mach 10. (90621) 
be examined to ascertain whether, and to what extent, 
the beneficial effects of thermal compression have been 
realized. 
BACKGROUND 
Previous analysis (e. g . ,  Ref. 2) of the expected pe r -  
formance of the supersonic combustion cycle have shown 
the desirability of decreasing the ratio of combustor in- 
let  a r ea  to engine inlet a r e a  a s  M 
the same time decreasing the combustor exit to combus- 
tor inlet a r ea  ratio as M 
creases.  If variable geometry hardware cannot be used, 
then i t  becomes of interest to investigate fluid mechani- 
cal  techniques for obtaining effective variable a rea  
processes.  In Ref. 1 the two-stream model was intro- 
duced, and results were obtained for a constant-inlet 
kinetic energy efficiency, 7 )  
combustor model, again based on a constantVke, was 
discussed Ref. 3. The intent in this study was to com- 
pare the two methods on a n  equivalent basis and use a 
more realist ic assumption on inlet efficiency. 
increases, and at 
increases and/or  ER de- 
of 0. 97. The shock in the ke' 
DISCUSSION 
The total pressure recovery of a typical hypersonic- 
supersonic inlet w i l l  decrease with increasing Mach 
number and amount of compression. The previously 
used assumption of a constant qke gives a reasonable 
M 
of compression. 
on qke, inlet calculations were made for the M 
of 4 to 14 and altitude range of 0 to 150,000 feet, based 
on the assumption that the compression w a s  attained via 
a n  optimized set  of four oblique waves. The results 
could be very adequately collapsed by either of the fol- 
lowing express ions : 
dependence, but it does not account for the degree 
To obtain a more realist ic assumption 
range 
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(1) 
2 vke% = 100 -Au - 0 . 2 A ~  , 
where Au = (u  
in thousands of f t /sec,  or 
- u ) i s  the inlet velocity decrement o d  
/ M A 5  
qke% = 100 -20 1 - 2  . \ Mo) 
The two expressions give nearly identical qke values 
for all reasonable compression ratios. Equation ( 2 )  
w a s  used in this analysis. In the one-stream combustor 
shock model, the additional shock loss  w a s  taken into 
account. 
Fo r  the combustion process the general family of 
one - dimens ional heat addit ion process e s following the 
relationship pA'/'-' = constant (Ref. 4 )  was used. 
each case,  values of c were  selected that maximized7 
with the constraint that A 4  2 A 
combustor-shock model the optimization is somewhat 
more subtle: for a given Ad /Ao, increasing the shock 
strength increases the shock loss but a t  the same time 
lowers the average Mach number in the combustion 
process, thus reducing the combustion loss. 
assumption from 
the results of Ref. 1 i s  not too significant. This i s  a 
consequence of the fact that for a given Ad/Ao, increas-  
ing qke  increases M so that inlet improvement is miti- 
gated by increased combustor loss. At an  M of 5, the 
losses balance; at an  M of 10, the inlet loss is rela-  
tively more important, so for values of M > 3. 2, d 
( A d / A o  = 0.029,Xe = 0.97 (from Eq. I)) ,  the If values 
a r e  higher than in Ref. 1. With this plausible variation 
inqke, the optimum contraction ratio a t  Mach 10 repre-  
sents l e s s  than the maximum possible contraction. For 
equilibrium flow, the maximum occurs a t  Md = 3.2 and 
for frozen flow at Md = 4.2. 
For 
f 
for  all  models. For the d 
The effect of the change on the q ke 
d 
Both thermal compression models lead to improve - 
- 
ment in If. 
but the difference between the two is significant only 
a t  l a rge  values of Ad/Ao, which would be associated 
with an engine design compromised to operate a t  low 
Mo. 
added virtue of being directly considered as a dual mode 
subsonic -supersonic combustion engine simply by in- 
creasing the shock strength t o  a normal shock. 
The two-stream case i s  somewhat better, 
However, the combustor-shock model has the 
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TURBULENT MIXING (ANALYSIS) 
The objectives of this study a r e  the determination 
of a suitable model for the eddy viscosity and the de- 
velopment of accurate approximate methods of solution 
for the differential equations of motion so that simple, 
reliable predictions of free turbulent mixing processes 
can be obtained. This work is important in the design 
of a scramjet engine a s  it will aid in the determination 
of the required length and the optimum shape of the 
combustor. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A new analytical treatment of free mixing problems 
is proposed and developed. The principal difference 
between past work (see classical models, Fig. 1) and 
this work is the relaxation of the restrictive assump- 
tion of flow similarity. 
showing velocity defect regions owing to boundary 
layers and finite splitter plate thickness, is depicted 
in Fig. 2. The present analysis of the real  situation 
does not assume similarity of flow profiles. 
experimental data in Fig. 3 for two options in the 
theory (see DISCUSSION). 
best  agreement in the near field (0 
far-field trend is a t  some variance with the data. 
dash-dot curve is to be preferred a s  it is in good agree- 
ment throughout. 
cal  similari ty theory of Abramovich (Ref. 1); it can be 
seen that the new approach is more accurate. 
A typical actual flow field, 
The theoretical prediction is compared with some 
The dashed curve shows the 
x L 100a), but the 
The 
Also shown on the figure is the classi- 
FUTURE PLANS 
Comparisons of theoretical predictions and ex- 
perimental data for axisymmetric, compressible, and 
foreign gas  injection problems wi l l  be made and as- 
sessed. 
BACKGROUND 
The classical  treatment (Refs. 1 and 2 )  of f ree  
mixing problems is based on a view of the flow field 
shown schematically in either Fig. l a  or lb  for "wake" 
or "jet" mixing problems respectively. There are ,  in 
general, two main regions of the flow, the transitional 
or developing region, and the similari ty region, where 
suitably scaled profiles a r e  self-preserving with axial 
distance. In the jet case  a n  initial region containing 
the potential core precedes the transitional region. 
The mixing in the initial region is normally taken as  
that for  the well-known half-jet problem (two unbounded 
parallel  s t r eams  of different velocity initially separated 
by an  infinitesimally thin plate). When the inner bound- 
a r y  of this mixing region intersects the axis of the jet, 
the initial region is deemed ended and the next stage in 
the calculation must begin. At this point, however, a 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of Flow Field for Classical 
Mixing  Theories. (90616) 
---- REAL PROF1 LE 
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-Y  
Fig. 2 Typical Actuai initiai Profile for Two-Dimensional 
Jet Mixing under Laboratory Conditions from 
Ref. 3. (90617) 
very crude assumption is made. Namely, the transi-  
tional region is neglected and the similarity region is 
assumed to begin immediately. For wake problems, of 
course, one does not normally treat  an initial region 
(the near wake) directly, but the same assumption of 
neglecting the transitional region and taking similar 
profiles immediately, now at  the "initial" station, is 
commonly made. 
t' 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of Theory and Experiment for Low 
Speed, Planar Jet Mixing ,  u j / u e =  2.0. (90618) 
This general procedure is open to severe cri t icism 
on two counts. First ,  the flow in the initial region is 
not well represented by the idealized half-jet problem 
since r ea l  initial profiles a r e  far from ideal. Figure 
2 shows the initial profile obtained in  a careful labora- 
tory jet mixing experiment (Ref. 3). Shown also for 
comparison is an  idealized profile as well a s  the de- 
fect between the ideal and actual profiles indicated a s  
a cross-hatched area.  A defect of this size caused by 
external boundary layers and finite splitter plate thick- 
ness has a dramatic effect on the near mixing field, a s  
shown in Ref. 4; this manifests itself in the generally 
poor prediction of the length of the initial region by 
the classical  theories (Ref. 2). Second, it is well 
known that the similarity region does not begin near 
the end of the initial region. 
cates, for example, that the wake behind a circular 
cylinder does not become similar until at an axial dis-  
tance grea te r  than = 100 diameters. 
c i sms  a r e  not merely academic; the result  of the crude 
assumptions made in the classical  treatments is rather 
poor agreement between theory and experiment. 
typical comparison is given in Fig. 3, using some data 
from Ref. 3 and theory from Ref. 2. 
' 
Townsend (Ref. 5) indi- 
These two crit i-  
A 
DISCUSSION 
In view of the situation above, i t  appears advan- 
tageous to attempt to develop simple, approximate 
analyses that do not assume flow similarity in the near 
field. 
treated to provide a reasonable description of the ini- 
t ial  region, and i t  appears that a simplification in this 
region is in order.  Therefore, the eddy viscosity c in 
this region has been taken a s  related to the gross  pro- 
file ra ther  than the thin mixing region emanating from 
the splitter plate. 
for wake problems. 
lari ty of profiles is not assumed. The full nonsimilar 
problem is treated directly by using a linearization in 
the von Mises plane (the x, ~ plane, where x is axial 
distance and $ is the s t ream function); i. e., the bound- 
a r y  layer momentum equation, 
This assumption is not necessary 
The major feature of the present work is that simi- 
i% ax = c u $ ,  
is approximated as: 
where g (x, +) 
velocity. (See Ref. 6 for a detailed description of the 
linea_rization. ) Two choices for_ the linearizing veloc- 
ity, u (x), have been used: (a) u(x) = u (x), and (b) 
u(x) = (u + u (x))/2, where subscripts e and c desig- 
nate f ree-s t ream and centerline conditions, respective- 
P(x) + pu2 12,  p is density and u is 
- 
e c  
ly. 
With the assumption on the eddy viscosity in the ini- 
t ial  region described above, a single form for the eddy 
viscosity model can  be applied throughout the flow. 
Here we have used 
c(x) = 0.018 ue 6 , 
6 e ( l ->)dy .  (4) 
(3)  
m - where 
- m  e 
This has been shown (Ref. 7)  to be equivalent to the 
classical  Prandtl model and is an obvious extension of 
Clauser 's  boundary layer model. 
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL MIXING STUDIES ~ 
Among the possibilities for fuel injection into the 
supersonic combustors of Scramjet engines is that of in- 
jecting the fuel downstream and adjacent to the combus- 
to r  wall. Downstream injection is of particular interest 
a t  high flight speeds because the added momentum of the 
fuel increases  engine thrust  (satisfactory mixing and 
combustion is sti l l  required). Experimental and theore- 
tical studies of the turbulent mixing process (with and 
without combustion) a r e  being undertaken to deduce 
scaling laws pertaining to mixing, heat transfer,  and 
skin friction that can be used in combustor design. 
SUMMARY 
Fur ther  progress has  been made in the development 
of the wall-slot injection problem (Fig. 1) based on a 
two-layer model of the velocity field. It was previously 
demonstrated (Ref. 1) that the use of this model, to- 
gether with a linearized treatment of the boundary layer 
momentum equation solved by a similari ty technique, 
leads to an accurate description of the incompressible, 
turbulent, flat-plate boundary layer. Before attacking 
the wall injection problem, it is necessary to  develop a 
technique for  streamwise integration of the boundary 
layer  equations starting with arbitrary,  nonuniform, 
initial velocity distributions. 
dure has  now been defined and programmed for machine 
computation. Application was first made to the flat- 
plate boundary layer to permit comparison with previous 
calculations (Ref. 1). Figure 2 shows the calculated 
axial development of displacement thickness Reynolds 
number, Rg", and skin friction coefficient, Cf, compared 
with previous results 
of the streamwise coordinate origin. 
lity considerations (see Discussion) required an expand- 
ing step-size in the integration procedure, and the ef- 
fects of changing the initial step-size a r e  shown inthese 
results. The results a r e  given_in t e rms  of anormalized, 
transformed axial coordinate, 5; and, for a thousand- 
fold increase in r, the maximum differences betweenthe 
two s e t s  of calculations a r e  - 3% in Rg": and - 1% i n C p  
Furthermore,  the skin friction law, Cp versus Rg';, is 
almost identical in both cases. Assuming ambient a i r  
a t  500 f t / s e c  on a plate, these results cover the region 
of 0.25 to 1 0  feet. Thus, good agreement has been ob- 
tained over a significant axial distance. 
mental model, and the equipment and instruinentation 
performed satisfactorily except for minor difficulties 
to be described. 
the model flow field that also shows pitot andcone-static 
pressures  probes mounted in the stream. The twopoints 
of interest  in Fig. 3 are: the weak shock generated 
within the nozzle, caused by a local fault in the nozzle 
contour; and the strong shock ahead of the probes caused 
by flow choking between the probes that a r e  mounted 
with centerlines 1-inch apart. (The shock originating 
a t  the injector l ip is caused by a mismatch of static 
pressures  a t  that point, a condition that is eliminated 
This initial-value proce- 
that were obtained independently 
Numerical stabi- 
Several  checkout runs were made with the experi- 
Figure 3 is a schlieren photograph of 
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during normal testing. ) These two features of the flow 
field w i l l  be corrected before testing is resumed. 
FUTURE PLANS 
The correct formulation of the "law of the wall" 
shear  distributions (Ref. 1) w i l l  be included in the anal- 
ysis, which w i l l  then be applied to incompressible, 
wall-slot injection and the resul ts  compared with exist- 
ing experimental data. 
ys i s  w i l l  be modified t o  handle compressible flows. 
Necessary modifications to the experimental model and 
instrumentation will be made and testing resumed. 
Having completed this, the anal- 
B ACKGRO U N D 
The analytical method being developed to determine 
The inner layer 
the velocity field for the wall-slot injection problem 
(Fig. 1)  is based on a two-layer model. 
is assumed to be described by the "law of the wall, " 
which has been shown to be valid fo r  a variety of flow 
situations; e. g., channel, pipe, and boundary layer 
io3 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Fig. 3 Schlieren Photograph of M i x i n g  Model Flow Field. 
(90769) 
flows, with and without pressure gradient. In the outer 
layer  the eddy viscosity is assumed to vary only in the 
axial direction, an assumption frequently used in "wake" 
and "free" jet-flow solutions. 
can be treated a s  a laminar-like flow, with a finite, 
"wall-slip'' velocity. 
(Ref. 2)  to describe adequately the incompressible, 
turbulent, flat-plate boundary layer. Clauser deter- 
mined tha outer velocity profile by using the exact, non- 
linear, par t ia l  differential momentum equation of the 
boundary layer, which, by a similarity-type of trans- 
formation, was reduced to an ordinary differential 
equation. 
requires a definition of the outer profile a t  desired 
downstream positions for an arbi t rary,  nonuniform, 
initial velocity distribution. The s imilar i ty  technique 
is no longer useful since the solution a t  any point now 
depends on a l l  previous upstream development. Fu r -  
thermore,  solution of this mixed,initial-value-boundary 
value problem using the exact, nonlinear, boundary- 
layer  momentum equation i s  possible only with numeri-  
cal techniques. For  simplicity, a linearized version of 
the equation is being explored. 
Hence, the outer layer  
This model was shown by Clauser 
To use  this model in the wall-slot injection case 
DISCUSSION 
Reference 1 shows the resu l t s  of applying a linear- 
ized treatment of the two-layer flow model to the in- 
compressible, turbulent, flat-plate boundary layer. I t  
was possiblein that case to express  the outer velocity 
a s  - -  - 
u = uo + (l-uo) erf ( v ) ,  (1) 
where: = nondimensional velocity referenced to 
f ree-s t ream velocity - 
uo= nondimensional, wall-slip velocity 
8 , the similarity variable 
5 = transformed axial coordinate. 
SZ 
The important point is that the outer profile in the sim- 
i lar i ty  type of plane can be immediately defined for  any 
arb i t ra ry  value of uo, thus permitting a relatively 
simple application of the required two-layer matching 
procedure. 
U N CLASS1 FI ED 
It is possible to assign a rb i t ra r i ly  an axial coordi- 
nate to the resul ts  obtained with Eq. (1) b y  setting the 
rat io  of f ree-s t ream velocity to kinematic viscosity, 
ue/V, which in turn se t s  the corresponding value of 5 .  
This flow problem can then be formulated a s  an initial- 
value problem since an initial profile (Eq. 1) and other 
required initial conditions can be established a t  some 
point, to. When this is done, the solution of the outer  
profile is obtained a s  
5 '  4(5' - A )  
G0(M e dX 
I (2) +TI3 J- ( E '  - A )  5 
0 - -  
where: uoo = uo evaluated at to  
5 '  = 5 - 5,. 
The important feature of this equation is contained in 
the integral t e rm,  which shows that the solution at a 
downstream position depends upon the complete previous 
history of an unknown parameter .  Computation with 
Eq. ( 2 )  requires  step-wise integration, which is difficult 
to perform, even conceptually, by numerical  techniques 
because of the behavior of the integrand weighting func- 
tion. The weighting function, under some conditions, is 
sharply peaked at a value of 5 I between tabular points, 
which can lead to e r r o r  in the evaluation of the integral. 
This difficulty was avoided by assuming a l inear  vari- 
ation of uo(X) between steps and evaluating the integral 
analytically. 
A numerical  stability problem was encountered in 
the matching computations when the change in match 
quantities from step to step became small  compared 
with the (machine-limited) tolerance required to match 
these quantities a t  a given step. 
solved by using an expanding s tep s ize  in such a way 
that significant variation from step to s tep is assured. 
The resu l t s  of these computations a r e  shown in Fig. 2, 
where a few computed points, the f i rs t ,  Second, andlast  
points included, for  three initial s tep s izes  a r e  com- 
pared with resul ts  obtained by s imilar i ty  solution. The 
figure shows the tendency of the f i r s t  two_computed 
points, especially for  the l a r g e r  initial-At case, to os- 
cillate about an  average curve defined by succeeding 
points. This oscillation is apparently due t o  the Go ap- 
proximation, which became more  valid in the downstream 
direction since the ra te  of change of uo with 6' de- 
creased. Accordingly, calculations with the smal le r  
initial s tep s ize  more  nearly reproduce the s imilar i ty  
solution a t  smal l  5 ' .  A s  the solution proceeds _down- 
s t ream, resu l t s  obtained with various initial AE ' s  tend 
to  approach one another a s  expected since the s teps  a r e  
expanding to near ly  equal s ize ,  and the outer  velocity 
profile is only mildly affected by solutions f a r  upstream. 
Consequently, average curves can be drawn which, 
neglecting the f i r s t  two points in a ser ies ,  closely ap- 
proximate a l l  points. 
further development of the linearized treatment of the 
assumed model. 
0.' 
This problem was 
These encouraging resul ts  justify 
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Section V 
FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH 
APL Analyses 
the effectiveness of radar  for detecting clear-air  tu r -  
bulence. Experiments and analysis this quarter were 
concerned with an attempt to  confirm that birds were the 
source of some of the dot angles and to  determinewhether 
the radar  return from known, single birds in flight con- 
tained any recognizable radar  signature by which they 
cauld be identified (V / 1). 
Plasma Dynamics 
been carried out in  two areas .  The first  involves an 
improvement in the dispersion relation describing the 
waves in the actual experiment; the second is  that of 
nonlinear effects in the beam-plasma experiment. Meas- 
urements have been made of harmonic generation, the 
behavior of the harmonics in space, and the frequency 
spectrum of the waves (V/2a). 
netic fields a r e  basic a reas  of plasma research. 
research  program specifically concerned with the be- 
havior of a plasma in a magnetic transfer field, two 
particular magnetic geometries are being evaluated; one 
is a solenoid field and the other is a multipole f ie ld  that 
forms a magnetic channel (V/2b). 
of instabilities in semiconductor plasmas, and the 
associated microwave radiation is being studied. Work 
has continued on the excitation of instabilities and micro- 
wave emission from high purity n-type indium antimon- 
ide. The emission spectrum has a l so  been studied, u s -  
ing specimens mounted axially in cylindrical waveguide 
in both t ransverse  and longitudinal magnetic fields (V/ 
2c). 
APL is conducting a research program to determine 
In the work on beam-plasma interactions work has 
The flow of ionized gas and its interaction with mag- 
In the 
Experiments a r e  being conducted in the excitation 
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RADAR CHARACTERISTICS OF KNOWN, 
SINGLE BIRDS IN FLIGHT 
The Applied Physics Laboratory is conducting a re -  
search program to determine the effectiveness of radar 
for detecting c lear -a i r  turbulence. 
identification of the source of radar  returns is  of prime 
importance s o  that returns from other than clear-air  
targets, e. g. birds, insects, clouds, etc., may be d i s -  
tinguished from returns that a r e  caused by truly clear- 
air phenomena. The identification of the so-called "dot 
angels, ' I  i. e. ,  radar  returns from unknown point targets, 
has been, and continues to be, a subject of much study- ' 
and conjecture. 
from birds and insects account for many of the observed 
dot angel returns. If the character of the radar  returns 
from various c lasses  of targets had characteristically 
different and recognizable radar  signatures, then the 
radar  operator could identify, in real-time, the source 
of the re turn  and concentrate on those from clear-air 
structures,  our principal interest. 
The pr imary  purpose of the experiments and analy- 
sis reported herein was not to study birds a s  such, but 
to confirm that birds were the source of some of the dot 
angels and to determine whether the radar  re turn  from 
known, single birds in flight contained any recognizable 
radar  signature by which they could be identified. 
In this connection 
There is no doubt that radar  returns 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A series of experiments was performed at the Joint 
A i r  Force  - NASA (JAFNA) radar  facility a t  Wallops 
Island, Virginia, wherein known species of birds were 
ejected individually from an  aircraft  and the returned 
radar  signal f rom the bird and i ts  position were r e -  
corded. 
ments: the Boat-tailed Grackle (Carsidix mexicanus), 
the House o r  English Sparrow (Passer  domesticus) and 
the Homing Pigeon (Columbia livia). 
A bird i n  flight is a complex target and produces a 
highly fluctuating radar  return. 
c ros s  section should be described in t e rms  of i t s  sta- 
tistical properties. There was no recognizable wave- 
length dependence to the radar  c ros s  sections since, in 
general, the birds fall in the "Mie" or  resonant region. 
The r ada r  return does, however, contain a radar 
signature that provides a basis for identifying an  un- 
known point target as a bird. This signature is com- 
posed of the radar  cross-section, the probability dis- 
tribution of the cross-section, and the content of the 
fluctuation o r  energy spectrum. The radar  c ross -  
section (or power received) of a single bird in flight is 
log -normally distributed. 
t e r  is the mean-to-median ratio of cross-section, which 
represents a measure of the amount of fluctuation in the 
returned signal. This ratio, in turn, is a function of 
the size of the bird relative to the radar  wavelength. 
Three  species of birds were used in  the experi- 
A s  such the radar  
The characterizing parame - 
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The approximate size of the bird may, therefore, be 
estimated by examining the fluctuation characteristics, 
that is, the mean-to-median ratio. 
shape of the fluctuation o r  energy spectrum. 
spectrum contains peaks that indicate periodic, re la-  
tive motion within the target, i. e. the bird's wingbeat. 
Thus, the radar  return f rom single birds in flight 
is characteristically different from other possible 
sources of point o r  dot target returns such a s  aircraft ,  
swarms of insects, several  birds together, small clouds, 
or meteorological structures.  
Another facet of the radar  signature of birds is the 
The 
FUTURE PLANS 
No further work in connection with radar  returns 
The objectives of the experi- from birds is planned. 
ments and analysis have been fully met. 
DISCUSSION 
Briefly, the JAFNA, Wallops Island radar  complex 
consists of three radars ,  X-band ( 3 . 2  cm), S-band 
(IO. 2 cm), and UHF (71.5 cm). 
monopulse tracking r ada r  with the X-band and UHF an- 
tenna slaved to the S-band. 
The b i rds  were placed in  individual containers and 
taken by airplane to a drop altitude. 
the aircraft  to the drop zone and a t  the moment of bird 
ejection, the t rack  was stopped and the beam fixed on 
the drop zone. The separation of bird and aircraf t  was 
easily detected: when the two targets had separated suf- 
ficiently, the r ada r s  were set  to track the bird auto- 
matically. 
The S-band radar  is a 
The r ada r s  tracked 
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The received radar signal fluctuated considerably, 
a t  t imes over two orders of magnitude. 
cross-section is generally related to the bird size and 
shape. These a r e  constant for a given bird. The fluc- 
tuations in the c ross  section (or radar  signal intensity) 
a r e  a result  of changes in  the orientation of the body, 
wing motion, head motion, etc. during the flight. The 
radar  cross-section, therefore, cannot be described by 
a single value but must be  represented in statistical 
terms, that is in terms of the mean, the median, the 
probability distribution, and the fluctuation o r  energy 
spectrum of the cross section. 
target at each of the three radar  wavelengths was calcu- 
lated, using data recorded at one point per second 
throughout each flight. These a r e  shown in Table I, 
The mean radar  
The mean and median c ross  sections for each bird 
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The mean and median c ross  sections for a given sized 
bird do not exhibit a recognizable wavelength depend- 
ence since the dimensions of the birds fall in the "Mie" 
region in which the scattering c ros s  section of a target 
of given size oscillates about some mean value with 
changes in wavelength. 
c ros s  section w a s  also calculated. The distributions 
were then compared with known distributions such a s  
the gaussian, Rayleigh, and exponential. Typically the 
calculated distributions were characterized by large 
dynamic ranges and variances and appear to follow a 
log-normal distribution. The cumulative probability 
distributions for a l l  bird targets at S-band a r e  shown 
in Fig. 1. The analysis of Ref. 1 shows that the slope 
of the curve, expressed in te rms  of the mean-to-median 
c ross  section ratio, is a function of the size of the bird 
relative to the radar  wavelength. 
physical size of the bird may, therefore, be estimated 
by examining the fluctuation characterist ics,  that is ,  
the mean-to-median ratio of the radar  c ros s  section. 
t rum of a bird in flight is shown in Fig. 2. The spec- 
t rum for targets made up of many independent scat-  
t e r e r s  in motion is broad and has a single peak at  zero 
frequency. Targets that have periodic, relative motion, 
such as a wingbeat in the case  of a bird o r  rotor motion 
i n  the case  of a helicopter, w i l l  produce spectra that 
contain peaks at  higher frequencies. This presumes 
that the wavelength is small  relative to that part  of the 
target that is producing the periodic, relative motion so 
that the r ada r  return contains fluctuations caused by 
such motion. In general, the spectra a t  X- and S-band 
exhibit peaks at  the higher frequencies that a r e  related 
to the wingbeat. 
The cumulative probability distribution of the radar  
The approximate 
A typical example of the fluctuation or  energy spec- 
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BEAM-PLASMA INTERACTIONS 
A s t r eam of charged particles flowing through a 
plasma may excite coherent, growing waves in the 
plasma under proper conditions of density, s t ream 
velocity, and magnetic field strength. Experiments 
and theoretical work have been conducted that illus- 
t ra te  the dependence of the wavelength, frequency, and 
growth r a t e s  of the waves upon the parameters given 
above. These measurements have been confined to the 
regions wherein the linear theory was considered valid, 
i. e., where simple exponential growth of the wave was 
observed (Ref. 1). 
SUMMARY 
car r ied  on in two areas .  The first  involves an improve- 
ment in the dispersion relation describing the waves 
in the actual experiment, and uses a computer program 
devised by Simpson (Ref. 2 )  for finding the complex 
eigenvalues of the dispersion equation. 
is that of nonlinear effects in the beam-plasma experi- 
ment. Measurements have been made of harmonic gen- 
eration, the behavior of the harmonics in space, and the 
frequency spectrum of the waves. The latter resembles 
the spectrum predicted by plasma turbulence theory 
(Ref. 3) .  In addition, the saturation of the spatially 
growing waves has been investigated a s  a function of 
beam voltage. 
Work during the present two quarters has been 
The second area  
FUTURE PLANS 
Parametr ic  measurements of the nonlinear effects 
w i l l  be continued in an effort to trace the evolution of 
wave energy from the form of discrete,  coherent oscil- 
lations into a highly turbulent, noncoherent spectrum. 
Attempts w i l l  be made to determine the kinetic energy 
flow from electrons to ions through spectroscopic ob- 
servations of the optical emission. 
DISCUSSION 
Two improvements were made in the instrumenta- 
tion used during this period. Firs t ,  a resonant cavity 
for measuring electron density was installed immedi- 
ately in front of the electron gun so a s  to give the den- 
s i t y  in the k te rac t ion  region directly. In general, the 
density is lower by 20 to 30% than that measured up- 
s t r eam by the original cavity (Ref. 1). 
phase-coherent synchronous detector and an  X-Y 
plotter t o  record the pulsed, microsecond UHF signals 
in a DC fashion. 
and ease of operation, especially at very low signal 
levels. 
The second improvement was the installation of a 
This greatly increases the data rate 
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Using this las t  technique, the harmonic structure 
of the spatially growing waves was found and is i l lus -  
trated in Fig. 1. These a r e  plots of UHF power (in 
a rb i t r a ry  units) to a traveling probe a s  a function of 
axial distance (the electron gun is a t  z = 0). The power 
is that observed in a 100 Mc / s  band centered a t  the 
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frequencies f l , ,  f2. .  . , f ; the origins have been dis- 
placed for clarity. 
seen, and al l  of the harmonics have maxima in the same 
region of space. 
Figure 2 is a plot of the maximum power level, 
Pmax, for each harmonic, from Fig. 1 a s  a function of 
frequency, or harmonic number n. The detected power 
level of the fundamental is P1 
goes as 
6 A clear standing wave structure is 
1 mw , and the spectrum 
'n = p1 n - 5 ,  
From the theory of weak plasma turbulence (Ref. 3). 
one expects the electric field spectrum a s  a function of 
wave number k to behave a s  
- A k - 5 ~ 2  
Ek 
Since the waves a t  the peak power point a r e  apparently 
mildly turbulent, and since they al l  have a common 
phase velocity q , l k  approximately equal to the beam 
velocity vb, the power spectrum of these waves may 
be expected to behave a s  
-5 
P(wk)  = B I Ek I = Dwk . 
This is the behavior observed, since for this discrete 
spectrum, 
b '  q, = 2nnf = kv 
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PLASMA FLOW IN A MAGNETIC FIELD 
The flow of ionized gas  (plasma) and i ts  interaction 
with magnetic fields a r e  basic a reas  of plasma r e -  
search. Applications of knowledge gained include con- _ -  - -  
t rol  of the plasma geometry, i ts  thermodynamic proper- 
ties, i ts  flow velocity, and i t s  purity. Economically 
useful thermonuclear fusion must await better under- 
standing and control of these plasma properties. 
This r e sea rch  program is specifically concerned 
with the behavior of a plasma in a magnetic t ransfer  
field. Two particular magnetic geometries a r e  being 
evaluated: one is a solenoid field, the other is a multi- 
pole field that forms a magnetic channel. The problems 
associated with the introduction of the plasma into these 
guide fields and i ts  behavior during an encounter with a 
magnetic constriction in a guide field a r e  a lso being stud- 
ied. 
SUMMARY 
New facilities for spectroscopic analysis of plasmas 
have been acquired and developed. 
vey of the visible region of the spectrum indicates the 
presence of carbon, oxygen, and possibly silicon impuri- 
t ies  in the plasma. 
structed that allows the photographic plate of the spectro- 
graph to  be replaced by several  photoelectric detectors. 
A photographic sur -  
A special  housing has been con- 
Fig .  1 Fourteen-Channel Line Splitter with Cover Removed. (90700) 
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY 
UNCLASSIFIED 
This permits the temporal development of several  spec- 
t r a l  intcnsities to bc mcasurcd simultaneously for the 
same plasma. 
and built that permits the intensity of light in 14 adjacent 
s t r ips  to be measured. This instrument w i l l  be used in 
conjunction with a monochromator to measure the width 
of broad spectral  lines in order  to infer the density of 
the plasma. This instrument can also be used to meas- 
u re  the s ize  and intensity distribution across  a plasma 
column. 
with i t s  cover removed. 
A special instrument has been designed 
Figure 1 shows this 14-channel line spli t ter  
FUTURE PLANS 
The temperature and density s t ructure  of the plasma 
puff and i ts  evolution in the magnetic guide w i l l  be in- 
vestigated in order  to measure the efficiency of the 
t ransfer  fields and to establish the nature of the loss 
mechanisms. 
nostic facilities w i l l  be required for this study. 
electronic data sampling and storage system for use with 
the 14-channel line spli t ter  is being perfected in order  
to permit display of line profiles with a single oscillo- 
scope. 
the end of the guide field a r e  being developed. 
pect that a small  reduction of the magnetic channel 
c ros s  section will act  like a nozzle for the plasma flow. 
Some additional improvement of the diag- 
An 
Facil i t ies for creating a magnetic constriction at 
We ex- 
n 
L 
U N CLASS I FI ED 
A large reduction should reflect much of the plasma 
puff. The nature of the interaction occurring as  the 
"head" of the plasma puff is folded back into the "tail" 
is of considerable interest and will be studied. 
plasma dynamics in a magnetic field. 
doubtedly comes from diffusion pump vapors. The 
other impurities may enter the plasma when it is 
formed or may be produced during the decay of the 
plasma as it str ikes the glass walls of the vacuum vesse l  
At present only photographic measurements have been 
made, hence it is not possible to state when the impuri- 
t ies a r e  released. 
ments by means of the new detector housing to learn  
when the plasma strikes the walls. 
The carbon un- 
DISCUSSION 
We will use photoelectric measure- 
The presence of impurities in the plasma w a s  not 
unexpected. The emphasis in this experiment is  on 
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RESONANCE AND WAVE PHENOMENA 
IN SEMICONDUCTORS 
The charge ca r r i e r s  and fixed ions in solids con- 
stitute a plasma similar to that which exists in ionized 
gases.  Plasmas in semiconductors provide a means of 
measuring some of the basic parameters of these mate- 
rials.  Also, the existence of high-frequency instabili- 
t ies and emission from these solids offers the ps s ib i l -  
ity of interesting new emission sources. Experiments 
a r e  being conducted in the excitation of instabilities in 
semiconductor plasmas, and the associated microwave 
radiation is being studied. Further work w i l l  be under- 
taken in microwave resonance and absorption measure- 
ments in these same materials, together with experi- 
ments on electron beam-wave interactions. 
SUMMARY 
I 
W o r k  has continued on the excitation of instabilil 
t ies and microwave emission from high purity n-type 
indium antimonide. The study of the emission spec- 
trum of n-type In% mounted a s  inductive posts in 
waveguide has been extended to over 100 Gc Is.  This 
emission spectrum, a s  shown in Fig. 1, did not de- 
c rease  a t  high frequencies as sharply as reported by 
other authors (Refs. 1 and 2). 
ing specimens mounted axially in cylindrical wave- 
guide in both transverse and longitudinal magnetic 
fields. The radiation spectrum observed is similar to 
that for the specimen mounted a s  inductive posts. The 
emission from the axial configuration in a longitudinal 
magnetic field was unique in that part of the radiation 
occurred after the electric field pulse had concluded 
The emission spectrum has also been studied, us-  
'(Ref. 3) ,  a s  shown in Fig. 2. 
FUTURE PLANS 
More  detailed measurements in the higher f re-  
quency regime w i l l  be conducted, extending through the 
cyclotron and plasma frequencies of the specimens. 
Investigation of the temperature-dependence of these 
effects extending from 4" to 300°F will be attempted. 
Materials with different ca r r i e r  concentrations and 
mobilities will be investigated over the entire range 
of frequencies and temperature. 
DISCUSSION 
Using techniques described in previous reports,  
the microwave emission spectrum of n-type InSb sin- 
14 
gle crystals with an electron concentration of 1 x 10 
cc  and a n  electron mobility of 6.7 x 10 cm /volt-sec 
have been studied. 
electric field pulse from a specially constructed pulse 
/ 
5 2  
The emission was excited by an 
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FREQUENCY (Gc/s) 
Microwave Emiss ion Spectrum of n -Type InSb; 
E lec t r i c  F i e l d  Strength 2 0 0  Volts/cm; Transverse 
Magnet ic F i e l d  5.6 k G .  (90701) 
F i g .  1 
F i g .  2 Delayed Mic rowave Emiss ion at  10.2 Gc/s; Upper 
Trace, Vol tage Pulse (100 Volts/cm); Lower 
Trace, Mic rowave Signal  (5 Volts/cm); and T ime 
Scale, 0.5 usec /cm.  ( 9 0 7 0 2 )  
unit able to provide fast. high-current, high-voltage 
pulses (Ref. 4). The measurements have been per- 
formed on specimens mounted a s  inductive posts and 
also axially mounted in  several  waveguide configura- 
tions. 
l a r  for either mounting arrangement with somewhat 
higher output powers from the axial specimen, which 
can be attributed to a better coupling of microwave 
power out of the specimen. 
The spectral  response has been found to be simi- 
The spectral  characteris-  
U NC LASS I FI ED 
t ics were much more  uniform than those reported by 
Larrabee and Suzuki, who s a w  a 1 If-type dependence. 
This difference can be explained by a more uniform 
detection sensitivity in the several  superheterodyne 
systems used in the work reported here. 
While the emission spectrum observed from the 
axial configuration in a longitudinal magnetic field was 
similar to that in a t ransverse  field, it showed a dif- 
ferent behavior in  the time domain. The emission ob- 
served for electric field pulses just above the threshold 
value occurred with a time delay after the field pulse 
was applied. In a l l  previous experiments in this labo- 
ratory and in those reported elsewhere, emission w a s  
observed to be coincident with the electric field pulse. 
At  higher values of electric field, emission coincident 
with the electric field pulse w a s  observed to increase 
in magnitude. At fields of 300 volts /cm, emission 
was observed for time periods considerably grea te r  
than the electric field pulse duration. 
Large oscillations were observed in the current 
and voltage pulses a t  high field strengths when axial 
samples were in large magnetic fields. 
tions reached an appreciable portion of the total field 
pulse amplitudes, a s  shown in Fig. 3. The emission 
observed during such oscillations increased by 10 to 20 
db over that observed when the oscillations were not 
present. 
These oscilla- 
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PHASED-ARRAY ANTENNA SYSTEM 
The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) had 
asked APL t o  design, fabricate, and test  a C-band ar ray  
of eight subarrays.  
ed and a r e  being used to evaluate antenna parameters, 
Each subar ray  consists of a 1:48 reactive power divider, 
4 8  ferr i te  phase shifters, and a radiating structure. The 
subar rays  a r e  designed to be assembled in several  con- 
figurations, and may therefore be used to measure the 
effects of mutual coupling in both of the principal planes 
of scan. These mutual coupling effects result  in  in- 
c reased  reflections a s  the a r r a y  is scanned from bore- 
sight. A matching surface, designed at  APL, provides 
some compensation for these reflections. 
SUMMARY 
Extensive measurements were taken, with the sub- 
a r r a y s  arranged in three different geometries (Fig. 1 ) .  
Some of the more interesting results a r e  summarized 
below; 
The subarrays were built and test- 
1 .  
2. 
3 .  
4. 
The gain of a uniformly illuminated a r r a y  of eight 
subarrays was measured at  boresight and found to 
be 3 0 . 1  db. This compares with a maximum theo- 
retical  gain (4nA/X ) of 3 1 . 4  db for a lossless an- 
tenna. The loss  of 1 . 3  db indicates an  overall ef- 
ficiency of 74 percent a t  boresight. 
The VSWR of a subarray immersed in an a r r ay  of 
radiating subarrays was measured at  scan angles 
up to 60" for  the three-array configurations. The 
peak value of VSWR measured w a s  2 . 1 .  Correct- 
ing for losses in the subarray, this value corre- 
sponds to a VSWR of 2.6. Under most conditions 
of operation, the VSWR was significantly less.  
The maximum absolute pointing e r r o r  of the a r ray  
was measured to be 1 /50 beamwidth (= 1 rnfiliradian). 
The r m s  pointing e r r o r  w a s  l/lOO beamwidth. Fig- 
ure  2 shows the absolute beam-pointing e r r o r  a s  
the a r r a y  is scanned. The pointing e r r o r s  were too 
smal l  to permit an  accounting for  the source of the 
e r ro r s .  
A la rge  number of antenna patterns were taken. 
These patterns indicate good predictable perform- 
ance in al l  modes of operation. No evidence of 
"lost beams" (a surface wave phenomenon) was 
ever encountered. Figure 3 shows the near-theo- 
retical  boresight pattern for subarrays aligned in 
the H-plane. with the sin x!x theoretical envelope 
superimposed. 
The a r r a y  is presently being used to investigate the 
2 
effects of different phase-computation techniques to sup- 
p re s s  grating lobes. These lobes a r e  a consequence of 
the digital nature of the phase shifter. Breaking up the 
periodic phasing across  the a r r a y  by only a small  
amount has  resulted in a marked improvement in grat-  
ing lobe level a t  the expense of a slight increase in 
rms  sidelobe level. 
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F i g .  1 Array Configurations. (90647) 
1 x 8 ARRAY OF SUBARRAYS 
K 5.65 GC/S H PLANE 2 2.0 
. . . o =  ------_ ----_ n. 5-1.0- ------ ..-_____" 
50 
30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
BEAM SCAN ANGLE (degrees) 
Fig.  2 Absolute Point ing Accuracy versus Beam 
Scan Angle.  (90648) 
BACKGROUND 
A 48-element C-band subarray, built and tested 
at  APL, consists of a reactive power divider in the 
form of four parallel E-plane lens-corrected horns, 
each with 12 ferr i te  phase shifters matched a t  the 
aperture. In this way an  approximate constant ampli- 
tude distribution is obtained. 
are of the latching digital type, designed to operate 
with a low saturation current provided by inexpensive 
The ferr i te  phase shifters 
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Fig. 3 Boresight Pattern Compared with Theoretical 
s?!!E Envelope. (90 649) 
X 
transistor drivers.  Matching on boresight has been 
achieved with a thin dielectric sheet, which compen- 
sates  for some of the mismatches that occur on scan- 
ning. High aperture efficiency was obtained. 
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